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This thesis presents the near-�eld measurements of a 120-GHz re�ectarray (RA),
which is developed to a short distance millimeter-wave radar application. The
recon�gurable RA under development consists of 3700 coplanar patch antenna
(CPA) elements, which are controlled by micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS) phase
shifters. Static prototype RAs preceding the MEMS-controlled one are manufac-
tured for measurements. The fundamentals of re�ectarray design and analysis are
described followed by an introduction of the main characteristics of the manu-
factured static re�ectarrays. Beam patterns are measured at a 3-m distance and
compared with the calculated ones. The plane-wave spectrum (PWS) and the
di�raction e�ciency of the re�ectarray are determined with near-�eld imaging of
the antenna aperture �eld. A re�ection measurement method is developed for
characterization of the individual antenna elements in the RA. The method has
been modeled to validate the functionality of calibration and parameter extraction.

The measured beam patterns are in a good agreement with calculations in beam
width and direction, but the presence of a strong specular component was observed
in the measured PWS. RAs su�er from over-etching, which increases the resonant
frequency. It is estimated to be 132.7 GHz, where the level of the main beam is
increased 7.4�8.7 dB compared to those measured with 120 GHz. The proposed
re�ection measurement method proved to be su�cient for distinguishing the dif-
ferently tuned elements in both amplitude and phase. The measured phase shift
of the re�ection coe�cient varies from 20◦ to 190◦ and the designed phase shift
of 90◦ is reached only with open-ended 195µm and short-circuited 200µm stubs.
The measured di�raction e�ciency is in range of 0.02�0.2 for di�erently tuned
elements and it is in line with one calculated by a method based on computational
back-propagation of the measured PWS.

Keywords: re�ectarray, near-�eld measurements, millimeter-wave, waveguide
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Tämän diplomityön käsittelemä heijastusryhmäantenni, jota tutkitaan lähikent-
tämittauksin, on suunnitteilla 120 GHz:n lähialueen millimetriaaltotutkasovelluk-
seen. Kehitteillä oleva sähköisesti keilaava heijastusryhmäantenni sisältää noin
3700 antennielementtiä, joita ohjataan mikrosähkömekaanisilla (MEMS) vaiheen-
siirtimillä. Ennen sähköisesti keilaavaa prototyyppiä antennista on valmistettu
mittauksia varten staattiset versiot, joissa MEMS-vaiheensiirtimet on korvattu
siirtojohdoilla, ja niiden pituutta muuttamalla aikaansaadaan sopiva vaiheensiirto.
Sen toimintaperiaate, suunnitteluperusteet, analyysi ja valmistettujen antennien
ominaisuudet on selitetty työn kirjallisuuskatsauksessa. Antennin säteilykuviot
on mitattu kolmen metrin etäisyydeltä, ja niitä on verrattu laskennallisiin vas-
taaviin. Tasoaaltospektri ja di�raktiohyötysuhde on määritetty mittaamalla an-
tennin apertuurikenttää lähietäisyydeltä. Yksittäisten antennielementtien karak-
terisointiin kehitetty heijastusmittausmenetelmä on mallinnettu kalibroinnin ja
mitattujen parametrien erottelun varmistamiseksi.

Mitatut säteilykuviot vastaavat hyvin laskennallisia keilanleveyden ja -suunnan
osalta, mutta mitatussa tasoaaltospektrissä havaittiin voimakas peiliheijastuskom-
ponentti. Valmistetuissa antenneissa ilmeni ylietsaantumista, mikä kasvattaa
elementtien resonanssitaajuutta. Sen havaittiin kasvaneen noin 132.7 GHz:iin,
missä pääkeilan amplitudi oli 7.4�8.7 dB:ä suurempi kuin 120 GHz:llä mita-
tuissa. Tutkittavalla heijastusmittausmenetelmällä onnistuttiin erottelemaan sekä
amplitudi että suhteellinen vaiheensiirto erilailla viritetyille elementeille. Heijas-
tuskertoimen vaiheensiirto sijoittuu 20◦:n ja 190◦:n välille ja suunniteltu 90◦:n vai-
heensiirto saavutettiin vain avoimella piirillä päätetyllä 195µm:n ja oikosuljetulla
200µm:n siirtojohdolla. Mitattu di�raktiohyötysuhde vaihtelee 0.02:n ja 0.2:n
välillä, mikä on linjassa tasoaaltospektristä hologra�sella projektiomenetelmällä
määritetyn kanssa.

Avainsanat: Heijastusryhmäantenni, lähikenttämittaus, millimetriaalto, kali-
brointi, säteilykuvion mittaus
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Symbols and abbreviations

Symbols

α attenuation constant
β phase constant
γ complex propagation constant [m−1]
Γ re�ection coe�cient
∆L e�ective length extension [m]
ε permittivity (ε0 ≈ 8.854× 10−12 [F/m])
εr relative permittivity

η wave impedance (in free space, η0 = |E|
|H| = 120πΩ)

ηe re�ectarray element e�ciency
θ azimuthal angle [◦]
λ wavelength [m]
µ permeability (µ0 = 4π × 10−7 [H/m])
ρ alternative symbol for re�ection coe�cient
φ polar angle [◦]
φR(xi, yi) required relative phase shift of the i:th element from the center of the RA [rad]
φs spatial path di�erence [rad]
ω angular frequency [rad/s]

c velocity of propagation (speed of light in vacuum, c0 ≈ 3× 108 [m/s])
C coupling factor or alternatively an arbitrary phase constant
D directivity
EDF directivity error
ERF re�ection tracking error
ESF port match error
f frequency [Hz]
G antenna gain
I isolation
j imaginary unit (j2 = −1)
k wave number (in free space, k0 = 2π

λ0
)

kx, ky, kz spatial frequency components [rad/m]
L insertion loss or alternatively, length [m]
r radial distance [m]
S, Sa surface [m2]
[Smn] scattering matrix
U uncertainty
V volume [m3]
Z impedance [Ω]
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A magnetic vector potential [Vs/m]
di vector from the feed to the i:th element
d′i vector from the i:th element to the desired focus
E electric �eld strength [V/m]
Ea(S ′) tangential electric �eld in a closed surface S ′ [V/m]
Eθ,Eφ polar components of the radiation pattern [V/m]
F electric vector potential [V/m]
f(θ, φ), g(θ, φ) two-dimensional Fourier transforms of the aperture �elds

G(r− r′) Green's dyad
H magnetic �eld strength [A/m]
Ha(S ′) tangential magnetic �eld in a closed surface S ′ [A/m]

I unit dyad
J,Js electric current density [A/m2]
Jm,Jms magnetic current density [A/m2]
n unit normal vector
r position vector of the observation point
r′ position vector of the source
ur,uθ,uφ unit vectors in spherical coordinate system
ux,uy,uz unit vectors in Cartesian coordinate system

Abbreviations

AUT antenna under test
CBCPW conductor-backed co-planar waveguide
CPW co-planar waveguide
CPA co-planar patch antenna
DUT device under test
FFT fast Fourier transform
GSM generalized scattering matrix
LC liquid crystal
MEMS micro-electro-mechanical systems
MMID millimeter-wave identi�cation
MVNA millimeter-wave network analyzer
OEWG open-ended waveguide
PEC perfect electric conductor
PMC perfect magnetic conductor
PNA programmable network analyzer
PWS plane-wave spectrum
RA re�ectarray antenna
SLL side-lobe level
SOLT short-open-load-trough
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
TEM transverse electro-magnetic wave
VNA vector network analyzer
VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland



1 Introduction

A re�ectarray (RA) is an antenna, which combines certain advantages of phased
arrays with the simplicity of a conventional re�ector antenna. The main advantage
of the spatially fed RAs is that the lossy and complex microstrip feed network used
in phased arrays is no longer required. Feeding of the re�ectarray can be carried out
in number of ways as it is possible to use prime focus- or o�set-feed and di�erent
types of subre�ector feeds, for example Cassegrain-feed, which is commonly used for
parabolic re�ectors. The incident �eld from the feed is scattered back to space from
the RA elements.

Because of the planar aperture of the re�ectarray the re-radiated �eld will not be in
phase due to the path length di�erence from the di�erent parts of the antenna. In
parabolic re�ectors, this problem is solved by unique curvature of the dish. How-
ever, the path length di�erence from the spatial feed antenna to each element can
be compensated by adding a proper relative phase shift to each individual antenna
element. The reason for tuning the antenna elements with phase shifters separately
is to produce a collimated, focused, or shaped beam. A collimated beam means
that the scattered �elds from the RA's elements are phased in such a way that
an imaginary aperture plane in the direction of an outgoing scattered wave has a
planar phase front [1]. For focused beams, which are used in imaging applications,
the scattered �eld is in phase at a certain point [2]. Shaped or contour beams are
mainly used in direct broadcasting satellites, where the coverage of a continent is
required with a given minimum gain [3].

The concept of a re�ectarray antenna was �rst introduced by Berry et al. [4] in 1963
and was based on a horn-fed waveguide array. The path length di�erences were com-
pensated by adjusting the lengths of the open-ended waveguides with shorts at the
other end. The real interest for re�ectarray antennas was evoked when the microstrip
re�ectarray was introduced by Malagisi in 1978 [5]. The printed re�ectarray antenna
consists of a very thin, �at or slightly curved re�ecting surface and a spatial feed for
illumination. A microstrip re�ectarray is a planar or slightly curved re�ecting sur-
face composed of relatively simple radiating elements, for example printed dipoles
or microstrip patches.

Printed re�ectarrays have a few indisputable advantages compared to phased arrays
and conventional re�ectors. A light planar structure requires less supporting mass
and it can also be mounted onto a slightly curved surface, the e�ect of which can
be compensated by adjusting the phase delay of each element. As phased arrays,
re�ectarrays can also be used for electronic beam scanning by coupling antenna ele-
ments with electrically controllable phase-shifters such as pin-diodes, liquid crystal
(LC) or microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [5].

Among all capabilities of the re�ectarray, it has one major limitation which is the
narrow bandwidth. The limitation mainly depends on the bandwidth of the mi-
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crostrip patch element, and especially in large re�ectarrays, on the di�erential spatial
phase delay of the elements [6]. Narrow bandwidth is characteristic of re�ectarrays,
which generally cannot exceed more than 10 percent. Therefore the bandwidth per-
formance of the re�ectarray is no match to a parabolic re�ector with theoretically
in�nite bandwidth [2].
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2 Re�ectarray antenna

A re�ectarray usually consist of an array of microstrip patches or printed dipoles on
the top of a thin dielectric substrate. Individual elements are designed to scatter the
incident �eld from the feed antenna with a proper phase to form a planar phase front
in the far �eld. This chapter consist of general re�ectarray theory which includes
theoretical modeling and analysis of re�ectarrays. At the end of the chapter, there
is a description of a 120-GHz re�ectarray under development.

2.1 Re�ectarray design

The most critical step in the re�ectarray design is how the individual elements are
�xed to scatter the incident �eld with a proper phase-shift. The choosing criterion
depends on the desired polarization, bandwidth and ability to provide electronic
beam steering, which requires recon�gurable phase shifters. Element selection can
be separated by the technique of producing relative phase. One method is to use
identical elements and to induce a phase shift by either rotating the element (a good
method for circular polarization) or alternatively attaching a variable length trans-
mission line stub into the element. One weakness with this approach is that the
phase shift is induced with a conventional microstrip transmission line, the upper
frequency of which is bounded due to sti� manufacturing tolerances and dispersion.

A good approach for static designs is to use rectangular patches or printed dipoles
of variable size. It is suitable for linear, dual and circular polarization and compared
with stub-tuned ones, it gives more freedom for beam forming, larger bandwidth [7]
and lower cross-polarization. Because of its good ability to form a contour beam,
the variable-size patch re�ectarray is very suitable for direct broadcasting satellites
where a good coverage of a continent is desired [2]. The drawbacks of the use of
variable sized elements are the limited ability to cover a wide phase range, the raised
side-lobe level (SLL) caused by non-uniform edge-to-edge element spacing [8], and
mutual coupling between cells especially with physically large adjacent elements [2].
Also, it is hard to implement a recon�gurable phase shifter, which changes the size
of the element, especially at high frequencies. However, both methods are based on
the same principle of inducing a small shift to the resonant frequency of the element
which has an e�ect on changing the phase of the re�ected �eld [7].

The re�ectarray cell can be designed as an individual element based on the use of
design curves related to the phase of the re-radiated �eld. A design curve is deter-
mined by changing a certain geometrical parameter, in this case, the length of the
attached stub and assuming a normal incidence. This approach assumes that the
in�uence of the angle of incidence is negligible to the phase response of the element.
The assumption is only valid for the central elements of the re�ectarray with rea-
sonably large F/D-ratios [2]. However, as the largest part of the illuminated power
is re�ected from the central part of the re�ectarray, the normal incidence approxi-
mation can provide a good prediction for small angles of incidence [2].
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It was stated in [9], that the phase response of the element does not di�er greatly
until the angle of incidence approaches 40◦. In o�set feed con�gurations, which are
normally used to avoid the feed shadow e�ect, the angles of incidence for the outer-
most elements are the order of 40◦ and larger. Thus, the angle of incidence must be
considered in the design. An array cell can be analyzed as an isolated element, which
is commonly used in re�ectarrays with attached stubs or in an array environment by
using an in�nite array approach. It is stated in [10] that when the distance between
the edges of the adjacent patches is greater than one quarter of a wavelength in the
dielectric, the mutual coupling between the neighboring elements can be neglected.

The concept of the re�ectarray gives a great amount of �exibility for the selection of
the feed topology. As in parabolic re�ectors, a prime-focus or Cassegrein feed can
be used. Also, an o�set feed can be used to prevent the feed antenna from obscuring
the main beam and thus expand the visible region of the antenna.

2.1.1 Element spacing

All elements of the re�ectarray must have a proper spacing between adjacent ele-
ments in order to avoid grating lobes entering the visible region [2]. Generally the
center-to-center spacing of the elements should not exceed the limit of λ0

2
. However,

especially in recon�gurable re�ectarrays this limit is often too strict due to space
allocated for the phase-shifter. Grating lobes enter the visible region if the condition
in Eq. (2.1) is violated [11]:

d

λ0
≤ 1

1 + sin θ0
, (2.1)

where d is the element spacing, λ0 is the free-space wavelength and θ0 is either the
incident angle from the feed or the main beam tilt angle, whichever is larger [2].
The grating lobes can be avoided by limiting the maximum main beam tilt angle.
If the element spacing is determined improperly, distributed grating lobes, which
are di�cult to observe in the beam patterns, are formed due the varying incident
on the di�erent parts of the re�ectarray [2]. Especially o�set-fed designs, in which
the element spacing exceeds 0.5λ0, are more prone to the distributed grating lobe
generation. Generally, the problem can be minimized with a reasonably large f

D

ratio.

2.1.2 Calculation of the desired relative phase-shift

In order to convert the spherical wave radiated from the feed horn antenna into
a focused, collimated or shaped beam, the re�ected �eld from each element must
induce a proper phase shift to the incident �eld. To produce a collimated beam in
the direction (θb, ϕb), where θb and ϕb are represented in spherical coordinates shown
in Fig. 2.1, a progressive phase-shift distribution of φ(xi, yi) must be acquired. It
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can be calculated with

φ(xi, yi) = −k0 sin θb cosϕbxi − k0 sin θb sinϕbyi, (2.2)

where k0 = 2π
λ
is the free-space wave number and (xi, yi) are the coordinates of the

element (in respect of the central element of the antenna)[2]. Eq. (2.2) is known
from the conventional array theory, but in case of re�ectarrays also the spatial path
di�erence φs from the feed to individual elements must be taken in account with
Eq. (2.3).

φs(xi, yi) = −k0|di|+ φR(xi, yi), (2.3)

where di is a vector from the phase center of the feed to the i:th element and φR is
the required phase shift for each element which can be calculated from Eqs. (2.2)
and (2.3):

φR(xi, yi) = k0(|di| − (xi cosϕb + yi sinϕb) sin θb). (2.4)

Figure 2.1: Spherical coordinate system of the re�ectarray [2].

However, our RA is slightly di�erent since its operation principle resembles that of
an elliptic re�ector in optical terms, and instead of a collimated beam, it produces
a focused one to a �nite distance d2. Now, not only the direction of the beam
is important but also the distance must be taken into account. Hence, it is more
convenient to use Cartesian coordinate system instead of the spherical one used
above. For a focused beam, Eq. (2.4) simpli�es to a more convenient form for an
imaging application [12]:

φR(mod2π) = C − k0(|di|+ |d′i|), (2.5)

where di, as it was in the previous case, is a vector from the phase center of the
feed to the i:th element and d′i is, respectively, a vector pointing from i:th element
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to the desired focus point. C is an arbitrary phase constant, in place of which can
be used a reference phase shift caused by the path from feed to focus through the
central element of the RA.

2.2 Re�ectarray antenna analysis

The analysis of RA's ability to produce a collimated, focused or shaped beam is quite
straightforward when using a unit cell approach with suitable boundary conditions.
Re�ectarray is considered to be in a transmitting mode and the feed antenna is
located far enough from the RA, so that the incident �eld at each element can be
locally acknowledged as a plane wave with a phase proportional to the distance from
the phase center of the feed. It corresponds to a spherical wave propagation from
the feed to the RA [2].

The analysis of the re�ectarray, like every other antenna, is based on Maxwell's
equations:

∇× E = −jωµH− Jm, (2.6)

∇×H = jωµεE + J, (2.7)

where electric and magnetic current densities J and Jm are sources of electric and
magnetic �elds E and H.

If equivalent sources at the surface S are known, the �eld outside the surface can
be calculated with Green's dyad:

G(r− r′) = (I +
1

k2
∇∇)G(r− r′), (2.8)

where I is an unit dyad, k is the wave number, r is the position vector of the �eld,
r′ is the source position vector and

G(r− r′) =
e−jk|r−r

′|

4π|r− r′| , |r− r′| =
√

(r− r′) · (r− r′), (2.9)

is a scalar Green's function which satis�es the Helmholtz equation:

∇2G(r− r′) + k2G(r− r′) = −δ(r− r′). (2.10)

The electric current of the source J at di�erent points r′ in space produces an electric
�eld to the point r which can be represented in a vector form (dot product of a dyad
and a vector produces a vector) [13]:

E(r) = −jωµ
∫

V

G(r− r′) · J(r′)dV ′. (2.11)
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Magnetic �eld can be calculated by placing Eq. (2.11) to Maxwell's equation (2.6)
in a form:

H(r) =

∫

V

[∇×G(r− r′)]× J(r′)dV ′ =

∫

V

[∇G(r− r′)]× J(r′)dV ′. (2.12)

Respectively, �elds produced by magnetic current Jm are:

H(r) = −jωε
∫

V

G(r− r′) · Jm(r′)dV ′, (2.13)

E(r) =

∫

V

[∇×G(r− r′)]× Jm(r′)dV ′ = −
∫

V

[∇G(r− r′)]× Jm(r′)dV ′. (2.14)

2.2.1 Huygens' principle

Huygens' principle is an important tool in electromagnetics for solving complex
boundary problems by transforming it to a form which is easier to handle. It states
that each point on a primary wave front can be considered a new source of a sec-
ondary spherical wave [14]. According to Huygens' principle, sources inside a volume
V bounded by the closed surface S can be replaced with equivalent sources Js and
Jms which depends on electric and magnetic �elds at the surface S as follows:

Js = n×H(S), (2.15)

Jms = E(S)× n, (2.16)

where E(S) and H(S) are tangential electric and magnetic �elds on the surface S
and n is a unit vector normal to the surface. The principle can be used, when the
space outside the surface S is homogeneous [13]. Thus the original problem can
be replaced by an equivalent source, which produces �elds E(r) and H(r) outside
the surface S. The �eld inside the surface S equals to zero since Js cancels out
the �eld produced by Jms. Therefore this volume can be �lled with an arbitrary
medium without a�ecting �elds outside S. Huygens' principle is closely linked to
Love's equivalence principle [15], which is very useful for analyzing aperture-type
antennas.

There are four types of equivalent boundary problems where each one gives the same
result outside the surface S [13]:

1. Original sources and antenna structures inside S.

2. Equivalent sources Js and Jms in the surface S, air inside.

3. Equivalent source 2Jms on the surface S, the inside of which is �lled with
perfect electric conductor (PEC) thus the equivalent source Js can be ignored.

4. Equivalent source 2Js on the surface S, the inside of which is �lled with perfect
magnetic conductor (PMC) thus the equivalent source Jms can be ignored.
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If equivalent sources are known, the second problem is just an integral assignment.
Instead, items 1, 3 and 4 are boundary problems. It is only worth changing the
boundary problem 2 to another one, 3 or 4, if the new one is more straightfor-
ward to solve. That is the case if S is a plane and even then the surface is closed
through in�nity, which makes Huygens' principle still valid. The mirror principle
can be used for solving boundary problems of electric and magnetic conductors. An
electro-conductive half-space can be replaced with a mirror of the magnetic current
source, and magnetic conductive with a mirror of the electric current source, re-
spectively. In that case, as a source there is only either 2Jms or 2Js and the �elds
outside S can be calculated with the approximate knowledge of only one �eld, E of
H at the surface. Which representation to use depends on the case. For example,
the representation 3 is suitable in the case of microstrip patches and can be applied
by �lling the other half-space with PEC.

The electric and magnetic �eld produced by equivalent current sources Js and Jms

outside S can be expressed in an integral form as follows. When comparing these
to the case of a point source described with Eqs. (2.11)-(2.14), despite the use of
equivalent current sources, the integral of a volume is now replaced by a closed
surface integral:

E(r) = −jωµ
∮

S

G(r− r′) · Js(r
′)dS ′, (2.17)

H(r) =

∮

S

[∇G(r− r′)]× Js(r
′)dS ′, (2.18)

E(r) = −
∮

S

[∇G(r− r′)]× Jms(r
′)dS ′, (2.19)

H(r) = −jωε
∮

S

G(r− r′) · Jms(r
′)dS ′. (2.20)

In most cases we are only interested on the far-�eld properties to obtain the radiation
pattern of the antenna. Far-�elds produced by equivalent sources can be determined
by using Green's function far-�eld approximation:

G(r− r′) ≈ e−jkr

4πr
ejkur·r′ , (2.21)

and when using ∇ ≈ jkur, �eld equations (2.14)-(2.20) can be written in a simpli-
�ed form as follows [16].

The e�ect of electric surface current density is found from the magnetic vector
potential

A =
e−jkr

4πr

x

S

Js(r
′)ejkur·r′dS ′, (2.22)
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and by duality, the electric vector potential

F =
e−jkr

4πr

x

S

Jms(r
′)ejkur·r′dS ′, (2.23)

which is related to the magnetic current density.

The far-�elds produced by electric and magnetic vector potentials are:

EA = −jωµA[
V s

Am
], (2.24)

HF = −jωεF[
V s

Am
]. (2.25)

However, Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) include only the transversal (in respect to ur)
components. The electric �eld associated withHF is found from a transverse electro-
magnetic wave (TEM) relationship

EF(r) = ηHF(r)× ur, (2.26)

and the magnetic �eld associated with EA, from the relation of

HA(r) =
ur × EA(r)

η
, (2.27)

respectively. The total electric and magnetic �eld in the far-�eld induced by the
equivalent current sources Js and Jms can be now written as:

E(r) = EA + EF = −jωµA− jωηεF× ur, (2.28)

H(r) = HF + HA = −jωεF− ur × jωµA
η

. (2.29)

Equations (2.28) and (2.29) are now dependent on both electric and magnetic cur-
rent densities. However, since the equivalent current sources were determined by
using zero �elds for z < 0, the left half space can be replaced by PMC or PEC and
using image currents (2JS and 2JMS) as mentioned at the beginning of this Section.
Thus, when the material from the negative half-space is removed and respective
equivalent current source is doubled due to image current, �elds in the positive half-
space remain unchanged and, hence, the Huygens' principle is still valid.

Magnetic vector potential for the case of the left half-space �lled with PEC is

A =
e−jkr

4πr

x

S

2Js(r
′)ejkur·r′dS ′, (2.30)

and in a similar way, the electric vector potential for the PMC case:

F =
e−jkr

4πr

x

S

2Jms(r
′)ejkur·r′dS ′. (2.31)
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Electric and magnetic �elds are now dependent on only one equivalent surface cur-
rent density, either Js or Jms:

E = −jωµAθuθ − jωµAφuφ, (2.32)

H = −jωεFθuθ − jωεFφuφ, (2.33)

where one can be calculated from the other one by using Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27).

2.2.2 Fourier transform in planar antenna problems

Fourier transform is a convenient tool for problems which are determined by dif-
ferential equations such as spectroscopy, signal processing and quantum mechanics.
A discrete version of this linear and invertible operation can be rapidly computed
with fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms. In computational electro-magnetics
and especially with antenna problems, FFT can be used to evaluate the radiation
patterns for aperture-type antennas. The other useful application is FFT-based
near- to far-�eld transform in antenna measurements. Planar near-�eld measure-
ment range is often required when the minimum distance for the assumption of
far-�eld conditions is impractical to satisfy. This is usually the case with large aper-
ture millimeter-wave antennas. The relation between the aperture distribution and
produced far-�eld pattern can be described with 2-dimensional Fourier transform as
follows [14]:

E(x, y, z) =
1

(2π)2

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

−∞

A(kx, ky)e
jk·r′dkxdky, (2.34)

where k = kxux +kyuy +kzuz represents spatial propagation constants in Cartesian
coordinates and is related to the free-space wave number as:

k0 =
2π

λ0
=
√
k2x + k2y + k2z . (2.35)

Thus,

k · r′ = (kxux + kyuy + kzuz) · (x′ux + y′uy + z′uz) = kxx
′ + kyy

′ + kzz
′. (2.36)

A(kx, ky) denotes a plane-wave spectrum (PWS) of the radiated �eld, which is dis-
cussed further in detail in Section 4.1.

A(kx, ky) = AT(kx, ky) + Az(kx, ky)uz, (2.37)

where

Az(kx, ky) =
k ·AT(kx, ky)

kz
, (2.38)

and

AT(kx, ky) = Ax(kx, ky)ux + Ay(kx, ky)uy =
x

Sa

Ea(x, y)ej(kxx
′+kyy′)dxdy, (2.39)

which is the two dimensional Fourier transform of the aperture �eld.
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2.2.3 Physical optics approximation

So far, there is no approximation used and equations (2.17) - (2.20) give the exact
�eld outside S at positive half space, as far as exact �elds in equations (2.15) and
(2.16) are known. However, the exact knowledge of the �elds over the entire surface
S are known only in rare cases and generally some approximation is needed. One
popular approach is the physical optics approximation, where the tangential �elds
Ea and Ha have non-zero values only in a small proportion Sa of the in�nite plane
S [16]. Sa usually corresponds with the physical aperture of the antenna.

New equivalent surface currents can be written as:

Js = n×Ha, (2.40)

Jms = Ea × n, (2.41)

on Sa and zero elsewhere.

By using Eqs. (2.40) and (2.40), radiation vectors (2.22) and (2.23) can be written
as:

A =
e−jkr

4πr
n×

x

Sa

Hae
jk·r′dS ′a, (2.42)

F = −e
−jkr

4πr
n×

x

Sa

Eae
jk·r′dS ′a. (2.43)

The integral in each of equations above is a two dimensional Fourier transform of
the aperture �eld like in Eq. (2.39):

f(θ, φ) =
x

Sa

Eae
jk·r′dS ′a =

x

Sa

Ea(x′, y′)ej(kxx
′+kyy′)dx′dy′, (2.44)

g(θ, φ) =
x

Sa

Hae
jk·r′dS ′a =

x

Sa

Ha(x′, y′)ej(kxx
′+kyy′)dx′dy′, (2.45)

where kx = k cosφ sin θ and ky = k sinφ sin θ. Both Ea and Ha lie on the xy-plane,
thus n = uz and radiation vectors become:

A =
e−jkr

4πr
uz × g(θ, φ), (2.46)

F = −e
−jkr

4πr
uz × f(θ, φ). (2.47)

Because Ea and Ha are tangential to the aperture plane, they can be expressed in
Cartesian coordinates as Ea = Eaxux + Eayuy. In a similar manner quantities f
and g are resolved as fxux + fyuy and gxux + gyuy. Hence,

A =
e−jkr

4πr
uz × (gxux + gyuy) =

e−jkr

4πr
(gxuy − gyux), (2.48)

F = −e
−jkr

4πr
uz × (fxux + fyuy) =

e−jkr

4πr
(fyux − fxuy). (2.49)
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The polar components of the radiation vectors can be determined with a dot product
by using following identities:

uθ = cosφux + sinφ cos θuy − sin θuz, (2.50)

uφ = − sinφux + cosφuy. (2.51)

Thus,

Aθ = uθ ·A = −e
−jkr

4πr
cos θ(gy cosφ− gx sinφ), (2.52)

Aφ = uφ ·A =
e−jkr

4πr
(gx cosφ+ gy sinφ), (2.53)

Fθ = uθ · F =
e−jkr

4πr
cos θ(fy cosφ− fx sinφ), (2.54)

Fφ = uφ · F = −e
−jkr

4πr
(fx cosφ+ fy sinφ). (2.55)

The electric �eld can be now calculated by introducing Eqs. (2.52)-(2.55) in Eq.
(2.28):

Eθ = jk
e−jkr

4πr
[(fx cosφ+ fy sinφ) + η cos θ(gy cosφ− gx sinφ)], (2.56)

Eφ = jk
e−jkr

4πr
[cos θ(fy cosφ− fx sinφ)− η(gx cosφ+ gy sinφ)]. (2.57)

For the other two equivalent systems, the components of the electric �eld are solved
by removing either g- or f -terms and doubling the remaining ones. In the case of
PEC, we have:

Eθ = jk
e−jkr

2πr
[fx cosφ+ fy sinφ], (2.58)

Eφ = jk
e−jkr

2πr
[cos θ(fy cosφ− fx sinφ)], (2.59)

and in a similar way for the PMC case:

Eθ = jk
e−jkr

2πr
[η cos θ(gy cosφ− gx sinφ)], (2.60)

Eφ = −jke
−jkr

2πr
[η(gx cosφ+ gy sinφ)]. (2.61)

Alternatively, the radiation �elds can be calculated by placing Eqs. (2.52)-(2.55)
by Eq. (2.33) (PEC) or Eq. (2.32) (PMC), which gives the same result. In all the
three cases the components of the radiating magnetic �eld can be calculated from
relations:

Hθ = −Eφ
η
, (2.62)

Hφ =
Eθ
η
. (2.63)
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2.2.4 Radiation pattern calculation

Once the re�ectarray unit cells have been fully characterized, the radiation pattern
produced by these elements can be evaluated. There are various approaches pre-
sented in the literature which di�er in terms of how the polarization is taken into
account and how many Floquet harmonics are used. One connective feature of all
approaches is to form a generalized scattering matrix (GSM) to describe how the
incident �eld scatters from the RA elements. It is usually divided into two parts,
where the �rst one illustrates the re�ected �eld from the ground plane and dielectric
substrate and the second one represents the �eld scattered from the antenna ele-
ments. Multilayer structures can be analyzed with a cascade process by generating
GSM for each layer separately [2].

Before the scattered �eld can be calculated, the incident �eld on each re�ectarray
element must be known. It is determined by the position and the radiation pattern
of the feed. A horn antenna is commonly used as the feed for re�ectarray and its
radiation pattern can be expressed with cosq(θ) function. A generalized model for
an y-polarized feed can be expressed with as:

Ef (θ, φ) = jk
e−jkr

2πr
[uθCE(θ) sinφ+ uφCH(θ) cosφ], (2.64)

where CE and CH are de�ned as a power of q. The spherical coordinate system used
for the feed points (ur) from the phase center of the feed to the center of the RA.
The �eld radiated from the feed horn to the central point of each RA cell can be
determined from (2.64). Then, this �eld is transformed to a Cartesian coordinate
system of the re�ectarray, where the RA lies in the xy-plane and the z-axis points
to the antenna's boresight direction. The �eld can be transformed into Cartesian
components by the expression:



fr
fθ
fφ


 =




sin θ cosφ sin θ sinφ cos θ
cos θ cosφ cos θ sinφ − sinφ
− sinφ cosφ 0





fx
fy
fz


 . (2.65)

Since parameters θ and φ changes with the position of the element, the transforma-
tion must be evaluated for each RA element separately.

The application of the re�ectarray under development is an imaging radar, where
the use of a Gaussian beam distribution is more convenient than general cosq beam
distribution used here. Thus instead of (2.64), a fundamental Gaussian beam mode
(2.66) is used as a feed model.

Ef (r
′) =

w0

w(r′)
e
−r(r′)2

w(r′)2 e−jkze
−jπr(r′)2
λR(z) ejφ0 , (2.66)

where w0 and w(z) are the beam waist and beam radius, r(r′) =
√
x′2 + y′2 is the

distance from the axis of propagation and φ0 = arctan λz
πw2

o
is the Gaussian beam
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phase shift. Constant phase surfaces of the Gaussian beam are surfaces of a sphere,
the radius of curvature of which are:

R(z) = z

[
1 +

(
πw2

0

λz

)]
. (2.67)

Gaussian beam is rotationally symmetrical and its transversal plane amplitude dis-
tribution is Gaussian in such a way that the 1

e
-part of the amplitude maximum is

at a distance of the beam radius w from the axis of propagation.

Once the tangential electric �eld on the re�ectarray elements has been determined,
the electric �eld outside the re�ectarray aperture can be calculated with (2.19),
where the surface current

Jms(r
′) = −2n× Γe(r

′)Ef (r
′)uy (2.68)

depends on the feeding �eld and Γe(r
′), which is the re�ection coe�cient of the

element. The normal vector n points to uz direction in RA coordinate system. Since
the RA can also be focused onto the near-�eld region, the far-�eld approximation
(2.21) of the scalar Green's function (2.9) does not give exact results of the �elds
close to the antenna aperture. The gradient of the scalar Green's function becomes
[17]

∇G(r− r′) =

(
1

|r− r′| − jk
)
e−jk|r−r

′|

4π|r− r′|ur, (2.69)

where ur = (r−r′)
|r−r′| . The electric �eld outside the re�ectarray (2.19) becomes

E(r) =

∮

S

(
1

|r− r′| − jk
)
e−jk|r−r

′|

4π|r− r′|ur × 2uz × Γe(r
′)Ef (r

′)uydS
′. (2.70)

The radial unit vector ur can be transformed to Cartesian coordinates with (2.65):

ur = sin θ cosφux + sin θ sinφuy + cos θuz, (2.71)

which can be written in a form:

ur =
x− x′
|r− r′|ux +

y − y′
|r− r′|uy +

z − z′
|r− r′|uz, (2.72)

where the dotted coordinates are in a plane of the RA surface. The electric �eld
outside the RA (2.70) can be now written in a Cartesian form:

E(r) =

∮

S

Γe(r
′)Ef (r

′)
1− jk|r− r′|

2π|r− r′|3 e−jk|r−r
′| [(y − y′)uy − (z − z′)uz] dS

′. (2.73)
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2.3 A 120-GHz recon�gurable re�ectarray antenna for radar

application

A recon�gurable 120-GHz re�ectarray antenna is being developed at Aalto Univer-
sity Department of Radio Science and Engineering and at Technical Research Centre
of Finland (VTT). The re�ectarray will consist of approximately 3700 microstrip-
based antenna elements similar to the coplanar patch antenna (CPA) presented in
[18]. Antenna elements will be coupled with MEMS phase shifters, which can be
individually controlled to create the desired beam. The element spacing is 2 mm,
which allows beam steering up to 38 degrees from normal before grating lobes enter
the visible area [19].

The state of the MEMS phase shifters can be rapidly changed, which makes real-time
scanning for video imaging applications or millimeter-wave identi�cation (MMID)
possible. For electronic beam steering also pin-diodes are used for antenna element
tuning but they are considered to be too lossy due to high series resistance of the
diode and can not be used at the upper millimeter-wave frequency range [20]. An-
other promising technique for beam steering in millimeter-wave re�ectarrays is liquid
crystal where the permittivity of the substrate can be varied with an applied bias
voltage. However, the time constant of the variation can be too long for an imaging
application [21].

The re�ectarray is designed to be illuminated with Gaussian beam which is created
by a corrugated horn antenna. O�set con�guration is used to avoid feed shadow
e�ect. The feed structure is located at a position of (x = 150 mm, y = 0, z = 300
mm), when the origin is at the center of the re�ectarray. A corrugated horn antenna
has good electrical characteristics for Gaussian beam forming. It produces an ex-
tremely circularly symmetric beam which has low side-lobe- and cross-polarization
levels although the antenna has a considerably wide bandwidth.

A computation of the required relative phase shift for each element is done with
physical optics based simulations optimized with a genetic algorithm (GA) devel-
oped in VTT. GA is a stochastic multiple agent optimization procedure which is
based on natural selection and genetic pressure. As GAs are typically used for bi-
nary problems, it is a convenient tool for discrete phase distribution optimization of
the RA. Fig. 2.2 shows the calculated relative phase shift for the boresight-focused
(to 3 m) re�ectarray.

The design goal of the re�ectarray proposed here is to develop a millimeter-wave
radar for imaging and identi�cation applications. The radar operates at the near-
�eld region at the distance of a few meters. The phase pattern of the re�ectarray is
optimized to each focusing distance separately to obtain a su�cient resolution and
to get a strong re�ection back from the target.
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Figure 2.2: Relative phase shift of the static re�ectarray (focused to 3 m, 50 cm
aside) [19]. The red rectangle represents an area of 25×25 elements which is chosen
to be characterized with a near-�eld measurement method presented in Section 3.2.

2.3.1 Coplanar patch antenna

The selection of an antenna topology is crucial to accomplish su�cient performance
requirements such as bandwidth, directivity, beam width, side-lobe level (SLL),
polarization, and when electronic beam steering is desired, the antenna must be
suitable for recon�gurability. The bandwidth of a microstrip RA is mainly bounded
by the bandwidth of a single element and the spatial phase delay [6].

Despite the fact that a conventional rectangular microstrip patch antenna would
be the best solution in all its simplicity, the implementation of the recon�gurable
MEMS phase shifter makes the structure more complicated since it also needs the
ground signal in addition to biasing voltage. For the sake of such a high central fre-
quency of the antenna, 120 GHz, the manufacturing capabilities must be considered.

A coplanar patch antenna (CPA) introduced in [18] is a combination of a conven-
tional microstrip patch antenna and a loop slot antenna. The concept of CPA is
well compatible for the proposed re�ectarray design since it is easy to fabricate,
losses are relatively low compared to conventional microstrip patches even at high
frequencies, and due to its uni-planar structure, the ease of integration with active
and passive devices - such as MEMS phase shifter. A coplanar patch antenna con-
sists of a rectangular or square microstrip patch with a closely surrounded ground
conductor which makes the antenna ideal for coplanar waveguide (CPW) feed.

The concept of the CPA was introduced by J.W. Greiser in 1976 [22]. Back then
the antenna was considered to be a loop slot antenna since it looks very similar but
it behaves more like a rectangular patch antenna since the resonant properties are
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determined by the length of patch, not the total length of the loop. Therefore the
width of the patch can now be used as a free parameter for impedance matching.
The microstrip patch-like behavior of the CPA was con�rmed with measurements
and a full-wave simulation by K. Li et al. in [23].

Tuning elements are connected to the antennas with conductor-backed coplanar
waveguide (CBCPW) transmission lines which are also compatible with MEMS-
phase shifters in the future. The major issue with CBCPWs is the unwanted wave
mode creation [24]. Although the desired CPW-mode must propagate without no-
table attenuation, the generation of most dominating unwanted wave mode, the
parallel-plate-mode, must be prevented to maintain the su�cient e�ciency for the
antenna element. For the static re�ectarrays, the leakage of power to the substrate
between the parallel ground planes is prevented by surrounding each coupled an-
tenna element with grounding vias, which can be seen in Fig. 2.3. The via pattern
and antenna dimensions are optimized with simulations.

Figure 2.3: Microscope image of the static re�ectarray antenna elements. The 54-
µm long short-circuited stub (left) and the 195-µm long open stub (right) represents
the relative phase shift of −180◦ and 0◦, respectively. Grounding vias are shown in
black around the antenna.

The resonant frequency of the CPA can be determined with the theory of conven-
tional microstrip patch antenna as:

fres =
c√

εr(L+ ∆L)
, (2.74)

where c is the speed of light, L is the length of the patch and ∆L is the e�ective
length extension due to fringe �elds. Since the resonant properties of the CPA is
determined by the length L, thus the width of the patch can be used to improve
matching between the patch and the CBCPW transmission line.

2.3.2 Re�ection coe�cient of the element

Design curves of the re�ectarray element can be determined by performing a full-
wave simulation with a commercial simulation software such as Ansoft HFSS or CST
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Microwave Studio. A re�ectarray cell is modeled with the speci�cations introduced
in [19] and [12].

The HFSS simulation model presented in Fig. 2.4 consists of two ports. Port #1
is a Floquet mode excitation which simulates the incident plane wave and port #2
is lumped to the end of the CBCPW transmission line. The e�ect of the adjacent
elements are taken into account by using periodic boundary conditions, which sim-
ulates an in�nite array of similar elements. The design curves for both shorted and
open-ended case are obtained with a parametric sweep by varying the length of the
stub from 0 to 400µm.

Figure 2.4: Simulation model of the RA element.

The re�ection coe�cient of the element can be calculated from the simulated two-
port system with

Γe = Γs + Γm = S11 +
S21S12ρl
1− S22ρl

, (2.75)

where Γs is the specular re�ection (S11 in the simulation model) [12]. The second
summand, Γm, represents the modulated part of the re�ection coe�cient. S21 and
S12 describe the coupling between the patch and the transmission line and S22 is
the re�ection from the antenna terminal. The re�ection from the end of the stub is
represented with

ρl = e−jθe , (2.76)
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where the short and open ends of the transmission line are achieved with angles
of −1.6◦ and 175.8◦. The angles di�er from ideal 0◦ and 180◦ due to short-circuit
inductance and open-end capacitance [12].

The simulated re�ection coe�cient for both shorted and open-ended are shown in
Fig. 2.5. When comparing the produced circles in the complex plane, the radius
is smaller for the open-ended stub which means slightly poorer element e�ciency
since the amplitude of the re�ection coe�cient, |Γm|, is determined by the radius.
The reason for using both short-circuited and open-ended stubs is that the use of
only one type of termination would signi�cantly increase the stub length and thus
the stub has to be twisted, which increases the level of cross-polarization [2].

−1 1
−j

 j

real(Γe)

im
ag
(Γ

e
)

Figure 2.5: Simulated re�ection coe�cient with short-circuited (red) and open-ended
stub in the RA element. Central points of these circles marked with crosses corre-
sponds the specular component of Γe.

The alignment of the circles di�er from the origin of the plane due to o�set-component
produced by the specular re�ection Γs from the ground plane. When the specular
component represented with a x-mark is subtracted from Γe, the modulated com-
ponent of the element re�ection coe�cient can be represented in more conventional
manner seen in Fig. 2.6, where the angle θe is changing in respect of the length of
the stub.

When a re�ectarray element is illuminated by an incident �eld from the transmit-
ter, all the energy (substrate and conductor losses are ignored in this example) is
scattered back due to existence of the ground plane below the substrate. The back-
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Figure 2.6: Phase of the simulated re�ection coe�cient with short-circuited (red)
and open-ended stub in the RA element.

scattered �eld is a summation of three components. The �rst one is the re-radiated
component due the resonant activity of the patch, the phase of which is proportional
to two times the length of the attached delay line. The second one is the specular
component which is caused by re�ections from the ground plane between the ele-
ments. If the matching between the antenna element and the phase shifter is poor, a
part of the power captured by the antenna is re�ected without being phase shifted.
The third one is a re�ection from the non-resonant structures of the antenna. Be-
cause substrates of re�ectarrays are generally very thin, the thickness of which much
less than 0.1 λ0, only the �rst two components seen in Fig. 2.7, dominate [2].

Figure 2.7: Two dominant components of the �eld scattered from the re�ectarray el-
ement. Re�ected component here illustrates the specular re�ection from the ground
plane.

The re�ectarray antenna element e�ciency is de�ned with Eq. (2.77) [12]. It de-
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scribes how the re�ected power is divided between the steered beam and the specular
re�ection:

ηe =
|Γm|2

|Γm|2 + |Γs|2
, (2.77)

where |Γm| and |Γs| can be determined from Fig. 2.5. The simulated e�ciency
for short-circuited and open-ended stubs are 0.64 and 0.45, respectively. The less-
than-unity e�ciency can be taken into account in beam pattern calculations by
using Eq. (2.75) as the re�ection coe�cient in Eq. (2.73) [12]. The dimensions and
corresponding relative phase shifts of the chosen CBCPW stubs are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Phase shifting stubs

Parameter Value
CBCPW impedance 50 Ω
CBCPW center conductor width 50µm
CBCPW slot width 8 µm
Relative phase-shift length end e�ciency

0◦ 195µm open 0.45
−90◦ 366µm open 0.45
−180◦ 54µm short 0.62
−270◦ 200µm short 0.62

2.3.3 Fabricated re�ectarrays

Before designing the �nal, recon�gurable re�ectarray, three static RA wafers have
been manufactured for measurements. A photo of one fabricated RA is presented in
Fig. 2.8. These antennas are focused to three di�erent focus points. The focus point
in two of them is at boresight direction, the �rst one at 3 m and the second one at 3
km. The third one is focused 0.5-m o�-boresight at 3-m distance. Antenna elements
of these static re�ectarrays are coupled with both open-ended and short-circuited
stubs with various lengths for discrete 4-state phase shift generation.

Re�ectarrays are fabricated on the top of a 150mm silicon wafer by a lithographic
process. The bottom layer is a 1 µm thick copper ground plane. The substrate
layer is 50µm thick polyimide, the relative permittivity of which is 3.5. For the
recon�gurable RA, the substrate material will be replaced with SU-8. The antenna
elements are etched to the 1 µm thick copper layer and surrounded with grounding
vias trough the substrate to improve element-to-element isolation and prevent par-
allel plate mode creation.

The spacing of the elements is chosen to be 2mm (≈ 0.8λ) and the CPA dimensions
are 1250×585µm2. Open-ended and short-circuited CBCPW transmission lines with
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Figure 2.8: Photograph of a fabricated re�ectarray antenna.

various lengths are connected to CPAs for four-state phase shift generation. The
antenna element has −3 dB beam width in both E- and H-planes. Key features and
antenna dimensions of fabricated RAs are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: Parameters of fabricated re�ectarrays

Parameter Value
Focus RA#1: z=3m, boresight

RA#2: z=3m, 50 cm aside
RA#3: z=3 km, boresight

RA diameter 138mm
Number of elements 3700
Element spacing ∆x = 2mm / ∆y = 2mm
Substrate material Polyimide
Substrate thickness 50µm
Substrate relative permittivity 3.5
Substrate loss tangent 0.008
Metallization thickness 1 µm
CPA dimensions 1250×585µm2

2.3.4 Radiation patterns

Once the unit cell and the feed pattern are characterized, the radiation pattern of the
RA should be accurately calculated so that the main beam width and direction and
the side-lobe level could be determined. The beam patterns for the manufactured
re�ectarrays can be numerically modeled with Eq. (2.73), where the feeding �eld,
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Ef (r
′), is the fundamental Gaussian beam mode from Eq. (2.66). The beam waist

is chosen to be 3.5mm, which means −8-dB edge taper for the outermost elements
of the RA [12]. Beam patterns for the fabricated re�ectarrays are presented in Figs.
2.9-2.11.

Figure 2.9: Calculated x-axis beam pattern for RA#1 and RA#2 at 3-m distance
[12].

Figure 2.10: Calculated x-axis beam pattern for RA#3 at 3-m distance [12].

Figure 2.11: Calculated y-axis beam pattern for RA#1 at 3-m distance [12].
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The patterns are calculated for both continuous (dashed) and discretized (solid)
phase distribution. All patterns are normalized to the maximum of the RA#1 main
beam. In this preliminary modeling of the RA, the elements are assumed to be
isotropic with an unity radiation e�ciency and a zero cross-polarization level. The
model is rather simple, but it can accurately predict the main beam width and
direction. It also takes into account the discretized phase in the RA [12]. The
model can be made more accurate by using Eq. (2.75) in place of the re�ection
coe�cient.

2.3.5 Contribution to manufacturing errors

Manufactured re�ectarrays are found to be su�ering from over etching, which could
decrease the performance of the antenna. Gap width from the ground plane to the
patch was measured to be 15.5 µm on average � almost twice the designed value
(8 µm). CPAs are in general, like any other type of microstrip patch antennas, very
narrow band, and hence very sensitive for dimensional changes. Over etching de-
creases the e�ective length of the antenna which determines the resonant frequency
of the patch.

The fabricated re�ectarrays found out to be slightly curved due to internal contrac-
tion and thus the RA planarity was measured with a dial indicator. According to
results presented in Fig. 2.12, RAs are concave and their deviation from planar is
up to 320µm, which means a 89◦ di�erence in aperture phase. The e�ect of the RA
curvature is taken into account in the beam patterns presented in [12]. It results a
slight gain reduction and higher side-lobe level.
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Figure 2.12: Measured planarity of the manufactured re�ectarray surface in x- (blue)
and y-direction (red).
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3 Millimeter-wave near-�eld imaging

This Section provides information about a near-�eld measurement method for re-
�ectarray element characterization in addition with calibration and modeling of the
measurement scheme. It is widely based on articles "Near-�eld measurements of
a millimeter-wave re�ectarray at 120 GHz" in Appendix A [25] and "Calibration
method for near-�eld measurement used in re�ectarray characterization" in Ap-
pendix B [26] published in the proceedings of the 42nd and the 43rd European
Microwave Conference, respectively.

Analysis of the single antenna element in a re�ectarray is possible with advanced
simulation tools by creating in�nite array with periodic boundary conditions. Sim-
ulation results can be veri�ed with near-�eld probe measurements for characterizing
behavior of the individual elements a fraction of a wavelength apart from the sur-
face of the re�ectarray antenna [27]. Near-�eld probing of the individual antenna
elements of the re�ectarray came into consideration because of the need to study
reasons for the observed decrease in the modulation e�ciency of the antenna ele-
ments. According to simulations presented in [19], the modulation e�ciency should
be above 0.5. It means that the �eld strength of the specular re�ection should be at
a lower level than the modulated �eld. In this thesis, the near-�eld-probe measure-
ment is applied for studying the behaviour of the antenna elements of the developed
re�ectarrays at 120 GHz.

Near-�eld probing of re�ectarray antenna surface have been presented by S. Dieter
and W. Menzel in [27]. Their paper illustrates a method based on [28] by J.-D.
Lacasse et al., which is used to characterize the performance of a static 35-GHz re-
�ectarray elements with di�erent high-resolution probes. Measurement is performed
in such a way that the re�ectarray is illuminated by an o�set open-ended waveguide
(OEWG) feed which is located far enough from the RA surface that the far-�eld
conditions can be assumed for the incident �eld. The scattered �eld is received with
a probe which is located in the near-�eld region, only a few millimeters from the
surface. The position of the RA is automatically controlled during the measurement
with a precise scanner. To get an accurate response for both amplitude and phase
without a signi�cant interference of the adjacent elements, the measurement must be
performed from only a fraction of the wavelength apart from the antenna surface [29].

The presented method can not be directly implemented for our 120-GHz re�ectarray
characterization for two reasons. First, the structure of our re�ectarray is notably
di�erent. Modulation of the 35-GHz re�ectarray in [27] is carried out with patches of
variable size and the antenna does not contain a ground plane at the surface, which
increases the e�ect of edge di�raction. Second, the line-of-sight propagation path
from the feed to the measured antenna element would be obscured by the receiver
probe. However, when the near-�eld measurement is performed in such a short dis-
tance, the scattering performance of the element is not signi�cantly depended of the
angle of incidence [30]. Therefore the same antenna can be used for both illumina-
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tion and receiving the scattered �eld.

Another challenge is the high central frequency of the RA under development as
the in�uence of fabrication errors rises signi�cantly with frequency. This is also a
problem for mechanical positioning of the measurement scheme. At the 120-GHz
central frequency of our RA, a 100-µm change in distance turns the phase of the
received �eld by 28.8◦ [26].

3.1 Calibration

Systematic errors are commonly the foremost factor of uncertainty in network ana-
lyzer measurements. These errors are caused by mismatch between components of
the test unit, �nite directivity of directional couplers and crosstalk between chan-
nels. Calibration is required to relate the measured electric �eld to the actual S-
parameters of the device under test (DUT) [31]. Since S-paremeters are complex
quantities thus besides the amplitude, also the related phase of the parameter is
important. Calibration is performed by measuring S-parameters of calibration stan-
dards, the electrical characteristics of which such as re�ection coe�cients are known,
in the place of the DUT.

The relation between measured values and actual S-parameters can be described
with an error network. The actual S-parameters of the DUT can be calculated from
the calibration data by using de-embedding techniques. In general, the calibration
process is a way to create a reference plane at the point, where the standards are
connected. As long as a precise model of each calibration standard is used, an ac-
curate reference plane can be established.

3.1.1 Impedance de-embedding

De-embedding is a process to determine the impedance of the DUT when the mea-
surements are made from distance and the electrical properties of the intervening
structure is known [32]. The structure between the measurement plane and DUT
is described with an embedding network, which is in impedance measurements de-
scribed with a Z-matrix. If we have a known load ZL which is terminating the
embedding network Z, the input impedance can be expressed with a well-known
equation as:

ZIN = Z11 −
Z12Z21

Z22 + ZL
. (3.1)

In a similar way, the equation can be established for re�ection coe�cients by using
�ow chart analysis [33]. In Fig. 3.1 a network S has been terminated with a load
impedance ZL. The input re�ection coe�cient ρS can be solved if the S-parameters
of the embedding network and the re�ection coe�cient of the ρL are known. The
loop of S22 and ρL does not include any ampli�cation thus it can be copied to the
node b2. The formed loop can be removed by using recursion rule where all other
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paths into the node are divided by (1-S). All the nodes which are now connected in
series can be combined by multiplying and, hence, the �nal parallel connection can
be added together.

Figure 3.1: Re�ection coe�cient de-embedding.

The re�ection coe�cient of the input is:

ρS = S11 −
S12S21

S22 − 1
ρL

, (3.2)

which is similar as Eq. (3.1) except that ZL is now replaced with− 1
ρL
. De-embedding

procedure is in fact only an arithmetic problem, which makes it very straightforward
to use.

3.1.2 Three-term error model for re�ection measurement

The e�ect of systematic errors can be signi�cantly reduced by applying an error
model. For re�ection measurements, the simplest way is a response calibration
which can be done by measuring short- or open-circuit in addition with a matched
load for solving two error terms. However, response calibration does not take into
account the port match error which reduces the accuracy of measurement. The
most commonly used method for VNA error correction is a short-open-load-through
(SOLT) calibration, where the last one (through) is only applied in 2-port measure-
ments. Terms in the model are directivity error EDF , port match error ESF and
re�ection tracking error ERF . Three-term error model is presented as a �ow chart in
Fig. 3.2, where the actual re�ection coe�cient ΓL can be solved from the measured
ΓS by using the �ow chart analysis presented in Section 3.1.1:

ΓS = EDF +
ΓLERF

1− ESFΓL
. (3.3)

The actual re�ection coe�cient of the load is:

ΓL =
ΓS − EDF

ERF − ESFEDF + ΓSESF
. (3.4)
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Figure 3.2: Three-term error model for re�ection measurement.

To make the equation easier to solve, variables a, b and c are used:





a = ERF − ESFEDF ,
b = EDF ,

c = −ESF .
(3.5)

Eq. (3.4) can be now written as:

ΓL =
ΓS − b
a− ΓSc

. (3.6)

In order to solve parameters a, b and c from Eq. (3.6), re�ection coe�cients Γm1,
Γm2 and Γm3 have to be measured with corresponding loads Z1, Z2 and Z3 whose
re�ection coe�cients Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3 are known:

a =
Γm2 − Γm1 − (Γm1Γ1 − Γm2Γ2)

Γ2 − Γ1

, (3.7)

b = Γm1 − Γ1a+ Γm1Γ1c, (3.8)

c =
(Γ2 − Γ1)(Γm3 − Γm1)− (Γ3 − Γ1)(Γm2 − Γm1)

(Γ2 − Γ1)(Γm1Γ1 − Γm3Γ3)− (Γ3 − Γ1)(Γm1Γ1 − Γm2Γ2)
. (3.9)

The accuracy of the calibration depends on the availability of high-quality calibra-
tion standards [34]. For coaxial media, it is easy to fabricate a set of three distinct
impedances such as open-circuit, short-circuit and matched load. In a waveguide
environment, the task is not that straightforward except the short-circuit which can
be applied by using just a �at metal �ange.

If the waveguide is terminated with an ideal matched load, the amplitude of the
re�ected signal is exactly zero. However, a perfect matched load is impossible to
fabricate for waveguide environment which means that a small re�ection ∆EDF from
an unideal termination is always present. ∆EDF adds up with the calibration model
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error term EDF and hence reduces the accuracy of the calibration. If the goal is
to achieve a precise calibration the e�ect of ∆EDF can be taken in account with
a sliding termination. When the position of the termination is changed the angle
between EDF and ∆EDF also changes and sum of EDF and ∆EDF forms an error
circle. When the measurement is done with a multiple positions of the load, the
actual EDF can be solved from the central point of this circle [35].
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Figure 3.3: Re�ection correction for an unideal matched load.

When a sliding load is connected to terminate the waveguide, the measured re�ection
coe�cient is clearly changing in respect to the position of the load. To determine
whether its e�ect is or is not signi�cant, the re�ection coe�cient of the used open-
ended waveguide is evaluated with the method presented above and compared to
the result achieved with a static termination, which is often called as a �ush load
in the literature. Multiple points for the error circle can be determined at once by
using MVNA. The position of the sliding load is carefully adjusted on the �y and
the corresponding amplitude and phase of the received �eld is read simultaneously
from MVNA. The whole error circle is obtained when the position of the termina-
tion has been moved the whole path of a one half guided wavelengths which means
that the measured re�ection coe�cient has arrived to the same position as it was
before scan. The measured re�ection coe�cient of the open-ended waveguide probe
is 0.233∠40.03◦ with a �ush load and 0.227∠41.98◦ when the re�ection from an ideal
load is taken into account. An amplitude error of 2.5 percent and phase error of
1.96◦ can be signi�cant when the re�ection from the probe is used as a reference
point for the measurement.

Determination of the calibration standard for open-circuit is slightly more compli-
cated but can be established using o�set shorts [36]. In terms of re�ection coe�-
cients in a waveguide re�ection measurement, open-circuit standard can be achieved
by adding a quarter-wave o�set shim between the reference plane and a short-circuit
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�ange. However, for the WR-6 waveguide band, the thickness of such a shim would
be only 0.703 mm thus it could easily bend or become distorted during use and
hence not a practical choice for a calibration standard. In waveguide calibration
kits for millimeter-wave frequency range, a quarter-wave o�set shim is commonly
replaced with two precise waveguide sections whose separation in thickness is one
quarter guided wavelengths, determined in Eq. (3.10), at the central frequency of
the waveguide band. Therefore two measurements are needed to realize a calibra-
tion standard for open circuit. The guided wavelength is always longer than the
wavelength would be in free-space:

λg =
λ0√

1− (λ0
λc

)2
, (3.10)

where the lower cut-o� wavelength λc = 2a and a is the width of the waveguide. For
re�ectarray central frequency, 120 GHz, guided wavelength in a WR-6 waveguide is
3.8 mm. The scattering parameters of a waveguide section can be expressed as:

Sthru =

[
0 e−γs

e−γs 0

]
, (3.11)

where s is the length of the transmission line.

γ = α + jβ (3.12)

is a complex propagation constant, where α denotes the attenuation constant and
β is the phase constant.

The calibration kit used here includes waveguide sections with lengths (thicknesses)
of 2.542mm and 3.2741mm. The di�erence in length of these sections is 0.7316 mm,
which means 0.1915λg in guided wavelengths at 120 GHz. To obtain the response of
a waveguide section having the length (thickness) of the di�erence between the two
measured o�set shorts, the short-circuited end of the shorter (thinner) waveguide
section has to be chosen as the reference plane. O�set short with a longer (thicker)
waveguide section can be de-embedded to this plane by using Eq. (3.2):

ρref = S11 −
S12S21

S22 − 1
ρos

. (3.13)

Scattering parameters of the waveguide section (Eq. (3.11)) is placed to Eq. (3.13):

ρref = ρose
−2γs, (3.14)

|ρref |
|ρos|

ej(φref−φos) = e−2(α+jβ)s. (3.15)

The propagation constant β can be now calculated from the phase di�erence of two
o�set shorts:

β =
φref − φos

2s
. (3.16)
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The attenuation coe�cient α can also be calculated from the Eq. (3.15) as:

α = −
ln(
|ρref |
|ρos| )

2s
. (3.17)

However, determination of the attenuation coe�cient this way is not feasible due to
standing wave between directional coupler and short-circuit termination at the end
of the line.

3.1.3 Parameter extraction

Despite the scattered �eld from the illuminated coplanar patch antenna element,
the received �eld is a vector sum of multiple components illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
It is caused by re�ections in di�erent parts of the antenna under test (AUT). The
measured re�ection coe�cient, Γe of the re�ectarray element, can be written in
terms as:

Γe = Γm + Γs + Γprobe, (3.18)

where Γs is the specular re�ection, Γprobe is the re�ection from the probe, and Γm
is the re�ection coe�cient of the modulated �eld [28]. Γprobe can be determined
with a free-space measurement by placing absorber in front of the probe. Γs can be
calculated by averaging the measurement data or measuring an equal-sized (to RA)
copper plate reference.
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Figure 3.4: Components of the measured re�ection coe�cient.
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3.2 Proposed method for re�ection measurement

As stated in the beginning of this Section, applying the characterization method to
higher frequencies is challenging due to alignment issues of a separate transmitter
and receiver. A way to overcome this problem is to use an integrated near-�eld probe
[37] or a waveguide directional coupler [25]. The proposed measurement setup is
presented in Fig. 3.5. Here, the transmitter and the receiver are connected together
with a WR-6 waveguide directional coupler. Due to high mm-wave output power
(about 32 mW@120 GHz) of the Gunn oscillator, a 10-dB waveguide attenuator is
placed between the transmitter and the directional coupler. It is used to prevent
the signal to be cut in the receiver ampli�er and to reduce the e�ects of the multiple
re�ections.

Figure 3.5: Proposed measurement scheme for near-�eld imaging.

The directional coupler is fed with a millimeter-wave network analyzer (MVNA). Its
tunable local oscillator produces a stable microwave signal which is multiplied to a
120-GHz millimeter-wave signal. The multiplier output and open-ended waveguide
probe is connected to the through path of the directional coupler. The sample taken
from the re�ected �eld received by the probe is mixed back to microwave frequency
for the receiver of the MVNA. Besides the re�ected �eld from the target, also a
small part of the transmitted �eld is leaking straight to the receiver due to re�ec-
tion from the probe and unideality of the directional coupler. To achieve a better
signal-to-noise ratio, the transmitter multiplier was replaced with a millimeter-wave
extension Gunn-oscillator.

3.2.1 Probe selection

Various types of probes can be used for near-�eld millimeter-wave imaging. The sim-
plest solution is to use an open-ended waveguide (OEWG) as a receiving antenna,
although it can at its best reach for a slightly below one wavelength cross-range res-
olution. However, the performance of a waveguide can be improved by �lling it with
a dielectric material, for example with a sapphire rod. The rod is shaped in such a
way that outside of the waveguide there is a sharp tip of the rod where the �eld is
focusing. Dimensions can be optimized with simulation tools for a speci�c frequency.

Another option is to use conical antennas �lled with dielectric material, for example
corrugated conical horn antenna which is used as a feed antenna for the re�ectarray.
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The dielectric probe could be manufactured out of Te�on, Rexolite, or other easily
machined material. The probe antenna beam depends on its dimensions and dielec-
tric characteristics. Because of the spherically symmetric shape of the conical probes,
the resolution is nearly the same in every direction unlike in rectangular-waveguide-
based probes. In [38], conical Te�on probe have been designed for millimeter wave
near-�eld imaging.

Two di�erent near-�eld probes have been designed for measuring the surface of the
re�ectarray. First one is an open ended WR-6 waveguide which is �lled by a sapphire
rod. The second one is similar to the probe illustrated in [38] but instead of Te�on
the probe is made from Rexolite and dimensions have been optimized for 120-GHz
frequency.

Both of these probes gave promising results in the simulations but did not achieve
the performance of an open-ended waveguide. Although both of the designed probes
focused the beam su�ciently, power leakage before the tip of the probe causes un-
wanted illumination of the adjacent elements. Also, the measurement setup alone
is fairly complicated and the increased number of multiple re�ections from the di-
electric material interfaces makes the system more di�cult to analyze. Therefore,
an open-ended WR-6 waveguide is �nally chosen for measurements presented here.

3.2.2 Directional coupler

Directional coupler is a passive reciprocal network where one port is isolated from the
input. It provides a method for sampling the propagating power in a transmission
line and, hence, is widely used to measure the re�ection coe�cient in re�ectometers
and network analyzers. Directional coupler presented in Fig. 3.6 has four ports.
One port can be regarded as input where the generator is connected, and divided in
a way that the most of the incident power exits from the through port and a �xed
fraction of it propagates to the coupled port. Ideally the power �ow from port one
to the isolated port (which is usually terminated) four is zero, but in reality, a small
part of power is coupled to the isolated port as well.

Figure 3.6: Schematic symbol for directional coupler.

The performance of the directional coupler is usually characterized with following
quantities [39]:
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Coupling

C = 10 log
P1

P3

= −20 log |S31| dB, (3.19)

Directivity

D = 10 log
P3

P4

= C − 20 log
|S31|
|S21|

dB, (3.20)

Isolation

I = 10 log
P1

P4

= −20 log |S41| dB, (3.21)

Insertion loss

L = 10 log
P1

P2

= −20 log |S21| dB. (3.22)

The directional coupler is a reciprocal 4-port network which is matched at all ports
and hence can be expressed as a following scattering matrix:

[S] =




0 S12 S13 S14

S12 0 S23 S24

S13 S23 0 S34

S14 S24 S34 0


 . (3.23)

In this work, a WR-6 waveguide directional coupler presented in Fig. 3.7 is manufac-
tured by Millitechr. Although it was known that the used coupler is a high-quality
device, it was measured to be aware its performance.

Figure 3.7: Directional coupler was measured with programmable network analyzer
(PNA).

Measurements results presented in Fig. 3.8 were performed for the whole D waveg-
uide band (110 − 170 GHz). All unknowns required in Eqs. (3.19)-(3.22) can be
determined with three transmission measurements by connecting a matched load to
the unoccupied port. The directivity found out to be from 29.8 dB to 35.7 dB along
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the band (30.6 dB@120 GHz), which is an expected result since the manufacturer
declares the directivity to be above 28 dB in D-band. Isolation (> 40 dB), insertion
loss (< 3.18 dB) and the coupling �atness (< 1.42 dB) found out to be better or
the same order as the value declared by the manufacturer. Only the coupling value
(11.8 dB) was 1.8 dB higher than declared.
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Figure 3.8: Measured isolation (green), directivity(blue), coupling (red) and inser-
tion loss (black) of the WR-6 waveguide directional coupler.

3.2.3 Probe-target interaction

A way to evaluate the proposed measurement method is to measure a sample with
known quantities. A convenient way to do so is to measure a metal plate drawn away
from the probe. When the plate is moved away from the probe aperture, the phase
of the received �eld is changing in respect to two times the change in the distance z
of the plate and the probe compared to the free-space wavelength. Respectively, also
the amplitude is decreasing with z and approaches the re�ection coe�cient of the
probe. For a �at metal plate manufactured from good conductor such as aluminum,
the re�ection coe�cient can be assumed to be exactly -1. Situation can be com-
pared to the case of two antennas pulled away from each other. Raw measurement
data presented in Fig. 3.9 has to be calibrated to take into account the e�ect of the
directional coupler used in the measurement scheme. Thus, the re�ection coe�cient
of the drawn away metal plate calculated with Eq. (3.6).

However, when the re�ection coe�cient calculated with Eq. (3.6) is examined in a
complex plane presented in Fig. 3.10, one can come to a conclusion that an o�set
component exist in the result. This o�set component is present due to the insertion
loss of the OEWG probe. The measurement scheme is calibrated to the waveguide
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Figure 3.9: Amplitude and phase of the measured �eld strength (uncalibrated) when
a copper plate is drawn away from the probe aperture.

�ange, where the probe is connected, not to the tip of the probe. Thus, the part
of the energy which is propagating in a waveguide is re�ected straight back from
the probe. The e�ect of this component is, however, an easy task to reduce by
subtracting the re�ection coe�cient of the probe from measurement data.
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Figure 3.10: Measured re�ection coe�cient of a drawn away copper plate. The blue
curve is obtained with calibration, and the dashed red curve, by an o�set-correction
of which.

The re�ection coe�cient of the probe can be obtained from the central point of the
blue spiral, a black cross in Fig. 3.10 or equivalently, by measurement, in which ab-
sorber material is placed in front of the probe. However, when measuring a sample
with unknown quantities, such as in re�ectarray measurement, it is impractical to
measure a drawn away metal plate every time. The dashed red curve in Fig. 3.10
represents this o�set-corrected result, which is normalized and rotated in such a way
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that in the position of z = 0mm, the re�ection coe�cient Γ = 1∠180◦.

For a better illustration, it is convenient present the amplitude and phase of the
re�ection coe�cient separately, with respect to the distance between the plate and
the probe. Fig. 3.11 represents the amplitude (blue curve) and the phase (green
curve) of the re�ection coe�cient calculated by the presented calibration method.
The red curve is only normalized and o�set corrected result of the amplitude, which
is drawn in the same �gure to con�rm that the calibration is calculated properly. As
suspected, there are noticeable �uctuation present in the amplitude due to a stand-
ing wave between the plate and the probe. This phenomena was tried to be reduced
by the use of an OEWG with a sharpened tip in the measurement. In phase, the
di�erence between these methods is not signi�cant.
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Figure 3.11: Amplitude and phase of the measured re�ection coe�cient, when a
copper plate is drawn away from the probe aperture.

The situation was also simulated with HFSS by making a parametric sweep for probe
position in respect to a metal plate. The probe was modeled in such a way that it
matches with the dimensions of the real one used in measurements. The comparison
between measured and simulated re�ection coe�cient is presented in Fig. 3.12. The
phase of the measured re�ection matches with the simulation result and the small
di�erence could be caused by higher sampling interval. The measured amplitude
is noticed to be decreasing more rapidly, but the shape of the curve is in a good
agreement with the simulated one. At large distances, the amplitude approaches
the measurement result. One thing which can explain the quicker amplitude drop is
that in the simulation, aluminum plate was used instead of copper, from which the
measured plate was manufactured.

It is useful to produce a mathematical model for the case of a metal plate drawn
away from the probe. It can be easily done using curve �tting toolbox in Matlab.
The amplitude of the re�ection coe�cient is modeled with a third order polynomial
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Figure 3.12: Amplitude and phase of the (solid) measured and (dashed) simulated
re�ection coe�cient, when a copper plate is drawn away from the probe aperture.

in respect to the probe-target distance z:

|Γplate(z)| = 1

a3z3 + a2z2 + a1z + a0
, (3.24)

where

a3 = 2.04× 105, (3.25)

a2 = 5.21× 104, (3.26)

a1 = 2.37× 103, (3.27)

a0 = 1.05. (3.28)

In a similar manner, the re�ection coe�cient phase can be determined with a �rst
order polynomial:

arg(Γplate(z)) = b1z + b0, (3.29)

where

b1 = −4.96× 103, (3.30)

b0 = 4.22. (3.31)

Hence, a mathematical expression for re�ection coe�cient is:

Γplate(z) =
1

2.04× 105z3 + 5.21× 104z2 + 2.37× 103z + 1.05
e−j(4.96×10

3z−4.22).

(3.32)
In Fig. 3.13, the measured re�ection coe�cient is compared to one calculated with
Eq. 3.32. Modeled coe�cient can be noticed to be in a fair agreement with the
measured one, although the phase �t does not work before the distance z >1 mm
due to nonlinear phase decrease caused by multiple re�ections.
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Figure 3.13: Amplitude and phase of the (solid) measured and (dashed) modeled
re�ection coe�cient, when a copper plate is drawn away from the probe aperture.

3.2.4 Test target

Staircase shaped test target presented in Fig. 3.14 has been manufactured for the
purpose of verifying proposed measurement method's functionality. A piece of high
quality aluminum has been milled to the staircase form where each 10-mm wide step
has a 200-µm di�erence in depth to the adjacent step. This corresponds to a phase
di�erence of 57.6◦ for the back-re�ected �eld from adjacent steps of the test target.
To rule out machining errors, its pro�le was measured with a dial indicator.
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Figure 3.14: Staircase-shaped test target.

At the center of the target, the measurement result is in a good agreement with one
calculated directly from the test target pro�le measured with a dial indicator. At
small distances the change of phase between the adjacent steps is lower than the
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calculated one, but the phase di�erence between the farthest steps is in a fair agree-
ment with calculations. It indicates that the test target was slightly tilted during
the measurement. However, alignment errors can be taken into account with test
target by integrating the dial indicator to the measurement setup.
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4 Measurements

The functionality of manufactured static, stub-tuned re�ectarrays is veri�ed with
three di�erent measurement methods.

(i) Beam patterns of manufactured re�ectarrays are measured at 3-m distance.

(ii) The plane-wave spectrum and the di�raction e�ciency of the re�ectarray is
determined with near-�eld imaging of the antenna aperture �eld.

(iii) Measurement from a fraction of a wavelength above the re�ectarray surface is
performed in order to characterize the re�ection behavior of individual antenna
elements in the re�ectarray.

This thesis is mainly concentrated to the last one, although results of the �rst two
are brie�y presented.

4.1 Near-�eld measurement range

Both beam patterns and re�ectarray surface are measured at 120 GHz using vertical
polarization. The measurement range consists of a millimeter-wave vector network
analyzer MVNA-8-350 manufactured by ABMillimétre. The transmitter used here is
a fundamental frequency Gunn-oscillator millimeter-wave extension with an output
of a WR-10 OEWG. In measurements (i) and (ii) it feeds the corrugated horn
antenna, the phase center of which locates at a point (x=−15 cm, y=0, z=30 cm),
when the origin is at the center of the RA and the z -axis is the antenna boresight
direction. The setup for measurement (ii) is presented in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The measurement scheme for near-�eld imaging of the RA aperture �eld.
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As a receiver, a conventional D-band harmonic multiplier is used with a tapered
WR-6 OEWG probe. The receiver is attached to a precise near-�eld planar scanner,
NSI 200V�5×5, at the distance of z=3m and z=0.6m for measurements (i) and (ii),
respectively. The measurement setup is build on to an optical table, the planarity of
which is con�rmed with a precise bubble level. Absorber material was used to avoid
multi-path propagation caused by re�ections from the holding structure. The RA,
the transmitter, and the receiver are aligned with lasers. Later on, a special holder
for the transmitter and the RA was manufactured from aluminum to improve the
alignment accuracy of the measurement scheme.

In measurement (iii), which is described further in detal in Section 3.2, the trans-
mitter is connected to the OEWG probe trough a waveguide directional coupler.
For a better dynamic range, the same Gunn-extension as in measurement (i) and
(ii) is used in the setup. Re�ectarray scanning is performed in such a way that the
measurement probe stands still and the re�ectarray is attached to a scanner which
moves the antenna in the XY-plane and reads the corresponding amplitude and
phase values from the MVNA. The measurement set-up is presented in Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.2: The measurement scheme for RA surface measurement.

The goal is to measure a re�ection coe�cient of individual antenna elements directly
from a fraction of a wavelength apart from the RA surface. The measurement results
and calibration are presented in Section 4.4.

4.1.1 Near- to far-�eld transform

The planar near-�eld technique is an e�ective method for measuring a performance
of large (compared to the wavelength) high-frequency antennas [40]. The idea is to
convert the measured phase front into an angular spectrum which means the spec-
trum of directions in which the energy is traveling. The procedure is often called
the near- to far-�eld transformation. The term is quite misleading as the input and
the output of the transform are at the same location, the location at which the
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measurement were made. However, the result of the transform is equivalent to a
far-�eld pattern because the radiated near-�eld energy is always traveling a straight
line at any distance from the AUT [40].

The near-�eld amplitude and phase distribution are measured by scanning a probe
in the antenna aperture �eld over a preselected surface which may be a plane, a
cylinder or a sphere. The measured data are then transformed to the far-�eld using
Fourier transform methods. In general, the planar system is better suited for high-
gain antennas such as re�ectarrays. The acquisition of the planar near-�eld data
is often carried out with a rectangular grid and the sampling points of which must
satisfy Nyquist sampling criterion, ∆x,y 6 λ

2
[41].

The scan region is chosen in such a way that the signal at the edges of the plane
has very low intensity, usually about −45 dB below the largest signal level. The
measurement plane is determined with

M =
a

∆x
+ 1, (4.1)

N =
b

∆y
+ 1, (4.2)

where ∆x/y is the sampling interval, a and b are the width and hight of the mea-
surement plane, respectively. If the measurement plane locates in the far-�eld of the
source, the sample spacing can be selected to the maximum value of the Nyquist
criterion. Usually the sampling of the grid is selected by the grid spacing of:

∆x =
π

kx0
, (4.3)

∆y =
π

ky0
, (4.4)

where kx0 and ky0 represent the largest magnitudes of the spatial frequency compo-
nents kx and ky.

Although there is no minimum sample spacing restriction, increasing the near �eld
sample points more than the limit above does not improve the resolution of the far-
�eld pattern. This will only increase the limits of the wavenumber spectrum points,
which are in the higher order evanescent mode region [41].

However, there is a way to improve the resolution of the far-�eld pattern by adding
arti�cial sampling points (with zero value) to the outer extremes of the near-�eld
distribution [41]. This method is often called zero-padding. Instead of using M ×N
raster, the grid is enlarged with

MI = 2ceil(log2M)+1, (4.5)

NI = 2ceil(log2N)+1, (4.6)
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where the ceil-function rounds the element to the nearest integer towards the positive
in�nity. The spatial frequency components can now be determined:

kx =
2πm

MI∆x

, (4.7)

ky =
2πn

MI∆y

, (4.8)

where

−MI

2
≤ m ≤ MI

2
− 1, (4.9)

−NI
2
≤ n ≤ NI

2
− 1. (4.10)

The plane-wave spectrum of the aperture �eld can be now evaluated with a two-
dimensional Fourier transform:

A(kx, ky) =
{

Sa

E(x, y, zm)e−j(kxx+kyy)dxdy, (4.11)

where kx and ky are the horizontal and vertical spatial frequency components, re-
spectively. The probe position is determined with x, y and zm in such a way that
the origin is at the center of the scan plane. The scan pattern is chosen to be pla-
nar, thus the depth component, kzzm, can be dropped out from the exponential [40].

In most cases it is convenient to represent the far-�eld pattern in angular domain
such as in far-�eld measurement range acquired with a elevation over azimuth po-
sitioner. The spatial frequency components can be described in terms of elevation
and azimuth angles θel. and θaz., respectively:

kx = sin θaz. cos θel., (4.12)

ky = sin θel., (4.13)

kz = cos θaz. cos θel.. (4.14)

4.1.2 Computational back-propagation

Since the Fourier transform is a linear operation, the calculated plane-wave spectrum
in the spatial domain can be converted back to the measured near-zone electric �eld
by an inverse Fourier transform:

E(x, y, zm) =
{

Sa

A(kx, ky)e
j(kxx+kyy)dkxdky. (4.15)

By including the tangential, kz, into Eq. (4.15), the calculated plane-wave spectrum
can be back-propagated to a di�erent plane parallel to the aperture. This procedure
is often called a plane-to-plane transform. Thus, the calculated PWS from the
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measured aperture �eld of the re�ectarray can be back propagated to the electric
�eld in the surface of the antenna by the expression:

E(x, y, zRA) =
{

Sa

A(kx, ky)e
j(kxx+kyy)e−jkz(zRA−zm)dkxdky, (4.16)

where kz can determined with kx and ky by using the relation in Eq. (2.35):

kz =

{
k0
√

1− k2x + k2y, for k
2
x + k2y < 1,

0, for k2x + k2y ≥ 1.
(4.17)

To simplify the calculation of the PWS, the scan plane is chosen as a reference plane
in such a way that zm = 0. Thus the term zRA lies in the negative z -axis, because
the direction of energy propagation (minus sign in the second exponential) is from
RA towards the measurement plane.

The plane-to-plane transform is a conventional tool to characterize how much energy
is lost to the specular re�ection. An estimate for the RA element e�ciency can be
determined by dividing the plane-wave spectrum to the main beam and specular
re�ection components in respect of direction of propagation [12]. Then the �eld of
these components is back propagated in the RA surface and an estimate of the ele-
ment e�ciency is calculated with Eq. (2.77). The result of RA#1 element e�ciency
calculated by this method is presented in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Re�ectarray element e�ciency evaluated with a method based on com-
putational back-propagation from the measured PWS.
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4.2 Beam patterns

The measured beam patterns for the manufactured re�ectarrays are presented in
Figs. 4.4-4.6. Scan plane was chosen to be 0.4× 0.4 m2 with the sampling interval
of 2mm. It locates at a distance of z=3m from the AUT. The goal is to produce
measurement results for beam width, beam direction and the side-lobe level and
compare those with the simulated ones.

Figure 4.4: Beam pattern of RA#1.

Figure 4.5: Beam pattern of RA#2.
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When the beam pattern of RA#2 is examined, it shows that the specular re�ection
is clearly visible at the upper x -axis. The calculated maximum of the specular
re�ection lies at 1.5 m in the x -axis and thus it should not be visible at the scan
plane of RA#2. The observed phenomena indicates that the element e�ciency of
the re�ectarray is smaller than the designed (0.45-0.62), which means that about a
one half of the radiated energy is in the direction of the main beam.

Figure 4.6: Beam pattern of RA#3.

For comparison, beam patterns were centered to the maximum of the main beam.
In reality, the measured beam location di�ers from the designed one. The biggest
deviation in position was 19mm which means that the beam was tilted 0.36◦. This is
in the same order as the mechanical positioning uncertainty. For better illustration
of the side-lobe level, horizontal and vertical cuts of the measured beam patterns
are presented in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8.
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Figure 4.7: Horizontal cut of the measured beam pattern of (red) RA#1, (black)
RA#2 and (blue) RA#3.
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Figure 4.8: Vertical cut of the measured beam pattern of (red) RA#1, (black) RA#2
and (blue) RA#3.

When the measured beam patterns are compared to the simulated ones presented
in Section 2.3.4, one can come to a conclusion that the beam shape and direction
is in a close match with calculations but the level of the �rst side-lobes was up to 8
dB higher than designed depending on the type of the antenna. Key features of the
measured beam patterns are listed in Table 3.

Table 3: Measured beam patterns of the fabricated re�ectarrays

3-dB Beam width Side-lobe level Main beam
Measured Simulated Measured Simulated Deviation

RA#1
x 55 mm 58 mm −14.8 dB −19 dB −2 mm
y 64 mm 64 mm −19.7 dB −18 dB 17 mm

RA#2
x 67 mm 62 mm −15.0 dB −18 dB 14 mm
y 64 mm 64 mm −16.2 dB −15 dB −19 mm

RA#3
x 61 mm 60 mm −11.2 dB −16 dB −2 mm
y 68 mm 62 mm −11.4 dB −20 dB −13 mm

4.3 Near-�eld measurement of the RA aperture �eld

Direct measurement at the distance of the focus point (RA#1 and RA#2) is a con-
venient way to determine characteristics of the main beam, but the result does not
tell anything about the e�ciency of the antenna. In all o�set-fed re�ectarrays, a
notable amount of power is lost in the specular re�ection. The phenomena is de-
scribed in more detail in Section 2.3.2.

Re�ectarray aperture �eld is measured at a zRA =−59 cm distance from the AUT.
The measurement grid is chosen to be 60×46 cm2 with the sample spacing of ∆x = 1
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mm and ∆y = 4 mm, respectively. Note that in the vertical direction it exceeds
the λ

2
sampling at 120 GHz. In the RA measurement this is not crucial since the

level of specular re�ection drops below −45 dB at the direction corresponding the
vertical spatial frequency component of |ky| = ±0.75 rad

mm
, which according to Eq.

(4.4), corresponds a 4-mm sampling interval.

The plane-wave spectrum of RA#1 is presented in Fig. 4.9. Rectangular grid is
increased by the use of zero-padding introduced in Section 4.1.1. The measured
�eld is transformed to a spatial domain by calculating the integral de�ned in Eq.
(4.11) by using two-dimensional fast Fourier transform algorithm (�t2) in Matlab.

Figure 4.9: Plane-wave spectrum of RA#1 measured at 120 GHz.

The Fourier transform in Eq. (4.11) converts the RA aperture �eld in the k-space
domain, where the direction of propagation is determined with spatial frequency
components. In general, an angle space output corresponding to azimuth and eleva-
tion angles is more conventional manner of representation for far-�eld pattern. The
angular spectrum of RA#1 can be calculated from the spatial domain result with
Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) by using two dimensional interpolation algorithm (interp2)
in Matlab. The angular spectrum of RA#1 is presented in Fig. 4.10.

When examining the result, one can come in to a conclusion that a much higher
amount than one half of the radiated energy is lost in the direction of the specular
re�ection. Manufactured re�ectarrays are su�ering from over etching since the mea-
sured gap width of the CPW-structure was almost twice the designed value. Since
the resonant frequency of the CPA is determined with the e�ective length of the
patch, this could be one of the main reasons why a considerable large amount of
power is lost in the specular re�ection instead of the focused main beam.
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Figure 4.10: Angular spectrum of RA#1 measured with 120 GHz. The main beam
lies at the antenna boresight direction, and the maximum of the specular re�ection
at azimuth direction of 25.6◦.

4.3.1 Resonant frequency of the RA

Determination of the resonant frequency for over-etched patches is not a very straight-
forward procedure, although the resonance properties of a single element could be
determined by an on-wafer measurement performed with a probe station. The result
itself would not provide information about the level of specular re�ection, and thus
the e�ect to the modulation e�ciency, which is in our interest.

However, a way to determine also the properties of specular re�ection at once, is to
perform a frequency sweep for the RA aperture �eld measurement. Despite the fact
that the Gunn-oscillator transmitter signi�cantly increases the dynamic range of the
measurement, its major drawback is the inability to perform frequency sweeps. The
measurement can still be performed with one point frequency at a time, although
each frequency step would last several hours.

One way to overcome this problem is to measure only a wide horizontal cut for
each frequency step, because the maximum of both main beam and the specular
re�ection locates in the xz -plane. Then, an angular spectrum is calculated for each
cut separately and comparison between the main beam and the specular re�ection
is presented in Fig. 4.11. Note that this is not an accurate way to determine the
angular spectrum of the RA, but gives a rough estimate, where the most e�cient
resonant properties should be looked for and the time-consuming planar near-�eld
measurement is done only at the frequency of the observed maximum. An angular
spectrum of RA#2 measured with the frequency of 132.7 GHz is presented in Fig.
4.12.

It can be noticed that the level of specular re�ection is now at considerable lower
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Figure 4.11: Suggestive comparison between the level of the main beam and the
specular re�ection in respect of frequency.

Figure 4.12: Angular spectrum of RA#2 measured with 132.7 GHz.

level than that seen in Fig. 4.10. Because the phasing of the elements is calculated
for the 120-GHz central frequency, the azimuth direction of the main beam is now
to 10.65◦ instead of the designed 9.46◦.

For comparison, in Fig. 4.13, an azimuth cut of the angular spectrum for RA#1 and
RA#3 measured at 120 GHz, and RA#2 at the observed resonant frequency of 132.7
GHz. Patterns are normalized to the specular re�ection. It can be noticed that the
main beam of RA#2 is now at a 7.4 dB to 8.7 dB higher level than those measured
with the designed central frequency of 120 GHz. Since the RA element e�ciency is
determined by how the power is divided between the steered beam and the specular
re�ection, the over-etching of the antenna elements cased by manufacturing errors
could be the main reason of observed decrease in RA e�ciency. For clari�cation,
the main beam of RA#2 is tilted o�-broadside. Due to the projected aperture,
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main beam directivity has a cos θ-dependence [7], which would mean a −0.15 dB
gain reduction for 10◦ beam tilt. Thus, the tilted beam can be compared with the
broadside ones.
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Figure 4.13: Azimuth cut (θelevation = 0) of the PWS. RA#1 (black) and RA#3
(red) are measured at 120 GHz, RA#2 (blue) at 132.7 GHz.

4.4 Near-�eld measurements of the re�ectarray surface

Re�ectarray is measured at a zRA =−1mm distance from the RA surface. The
measurement grid is chosen to be 50× 50 mm2 with the sample spacing of ∆ = 0.2
mm. The area incorporates 25×25 antenna elements, which is enough for statistical
analysis. The �rst step is to measure the received �eld strength of the re�ectarray
surface, which is presented in Fig. 4.14. At this point, the representation is chosen
to be in a complex plane, where the e�ect of each step in the parameter extraction
from raw data is clearly visible.

In addition to the RA, calibration standards for short circuit, open-circuit and
matched load are also measured in order to solve the calibration parameters a, b
and c from Eqs. (3.7)-(3.9). The measured �eld strength is calibrated by using Eq.
(3.6). The result is a re�ection coe�cient of the RA surface presented in Fig. 4.15.
For clari�cation, the values of the measured calibration standards for short-circuit
(circle), open-circuit (star), matched load (triangle), and OEWG-probe (x-mark)
are shown in each step. The calibration procedure discussed further in detail in
Section 3.1.
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Figure 4.14: Received uncalibrated �eld strength data (blue dots) in complex plane
from the near-�eld measurement of the re�ectarray surface. Red-colored symbols for
short-circuit (circle), open-circuit (star), matched load (triangle) and OEWG-probe
(x-mark) are placed in the �gure.
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Figure 4.15: Calibrated re�ection coe�cient data (blue dots) of re�ectarray elements
and calibration standards (red symbols) in a complex plane.

The calibrated result includes an o�set-component caused by the return loss of
the OEWG-probe, the e�ect of which can be easily eliminated by subtracting the
calibrated measurement result of the probe from the RA re�ection coe�cient. The
calibrated and o�set corrected result of the RA re�ection coe�cient is presented in
Fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Calibrated and o�set-corrected re�ection coe�cient data (blue dots) of
re�ectarray elements and calibration standards (red symbols) in a complex plane.

The next step is to separate the modulated �eld from the specular re�ection. The
specular component can be determined by measuring an equal-sized (to RA) copper
plate reference in place of the AUT. However, this is a time-consuming method and
does not take the curvature of the RA into account. Since the ground plane occupies
81.7% of the RA area, and the re�ection coe�cient of which is directly proportional
to the measurement distance as described in Section 3.2.3, a more convenient way
is extract the specular component by 2-D �ltering of the o�set-corrected re�ection
coe�cient. Filtering algorithm can be improved to be based on perpendicular cuts
and thus to be more rapid for recon�gurable re�ectarray characterization. Fig. 4.17
represents a vertical cut of the phase and amplitude of the specular component de-
termined by a �ltering method.

Once the re�ection coe�cient of the specular component is determined for all points
of the measurement grid, the e�ect of which can be subtracted from the data. The
only parameter left is the re�ection coe�cient of the modulated �eld shown in Fig.
4.18. It has settled around the origin of the complex plane covering the full 360◦

phase range of the relative phase shift distribution.
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Figure 4.17: Amplitude (blue) and phase (black) of the specular re�ection compo-
nent in y-direction (x=0). Solid curves represent a vertical cut of the re�ection
coe�cient data from Fig. 4.16 and dashed curves are calculated specular compo-
nents for the cut.
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Figure 4.18: Complex plane representation of the calibrated, o�set-corrected re�ec-
tion coe�cient data (blue dots) of the modulated �eld in RA elements.

4.4.1 Measured re�ection coe�cients

The re�ection coe�cient of the modulated �eld in the RA surface is represented in
Fig. 4.19. When the result is compared with the calculated phase shift presented in
Fig. 2.2, antenna elements with a di�erent modulation can be clearly distinguished
in both amplitude and phase. However, it can be noticed that the steps of the phase
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quantization are varying from 20◦ to 190◦. The designed phase step of 90◦ ful�lls
only between the open-ended 200µm stub and the short-circuited 195µm stub.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.19: Amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the re�ection coe�cient calculated from
the near-�eld measurement of the re�ectarray surface.
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4.4.2 Re�ectarray element e�ciency

Since the re�ection coe�cients for both specular and modulated �eld components
are known for the whole measured area, the element e�ciency shown in Fig. 4.20
can be calculated with Eq. (2.77).

Figure 4.20: Re�ectarray element e�ciency measured with the proposed method.

The measured element e�ciency is in a range of 0.02 to 0.20 depending on the length
and type of the stub. The result is in line with one calculated by a method based
on computational back-propagation presented in Fig. 4.3.

Table 4: Measured re�ection coe�cients

Coupling element Simulated Measured
Stub length Type E�ciency Phase shift Amplitude E�ciency Phase shift

195µm open 0.45 0◦ 0.17±0.04 0.20±0.07 0.0±11.0◦
366µm open 0.45 −90◦ 0.04±0.02 0.02±0.01 −197.0±22.4◦
54µm short 0.62 −180◦ 0.10±0.02 0.08±0.04 −249.5±8.91◦
200µm short 0.62 −270◦ 0.13±0.02 0.14±0.04 −268.4±9.3◦
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4.5 Measurement uncertainty

The value of the measurements of the antenna performance cannot be regarded as
signi�cant if their accuracy cannot be speci�ed. The accuracy of the measurement
depends on how various error sources propagate through the system. The result of
a planar near-�eld measurement technique is exact if the following conditions are
satis�ed [40]:

• The electromagnetic �eld outside of the scan area is zero,

• The scanner positioning is in�nitely accurate,

• The network analyzer is perfectly linear and free of noise,

• No multipath propagation occurs,

• The only coupling mechanism between the test and probe antennas is by free-
space propagation (no evanescent coupling).

However, in a real-world antenna measurement, all of these conditions are violated
to some extent, thus an error analysis is required. The most important factor of
uncertainty in the near �eld antenna measurement is the dynamic range of the VNA
or interferometer used in the measurement. Also additional error sources such as
drift, scanner positioning errors, VNA stability, scan plane truncation, AUT align-
ment error, aliasing, RF leakage, IF leakage, and multipath re�ections exist.

Dynamic range of the measurement scheme can be resolved in di�erent ways. For
measurements (i) and (ii) the signal-to-noise ratio is determined by comparing the
levels of the main beam and the �rst sidelobes, to the noise level, which is measured
by covering the transmitter and receiver with aluminum foil. In measurement (iii)
signal and noise levels are evaluated by terminating the directional coupler with a
short-circuit and with a matched load, respectively. The uncertainty in measured
amplitude and phase due to electrical noise is calculated from the SNR [40]:

Uamp. = 20 log10(1± 10−
SNR(dB)

20 ), (4.18)

Uphase = arctan(±10−
SNR(dB)

20 ). (4.19)

The SNR for measurements (i) and (ii) typically varies from 40 dB to 60 dB, which
corresponds the uncertainty of ±0.01 dB to ±0.1 dB in amplitude and of ±0.06◦
to ±0.57◦ in phase. However, the post-processing of the data is measurement (ii)
increases the dynamic range, because the near- to far-�eld transform coherently sums
all measurements into each output point [40]. The processing gain is proportional
to the number of measurement points n:

Gp = 20 log10(
√
n). (4.20)
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In measurement (iii), the dynamic range is from 32 dB to 37 dB, which gives the
uncertainty from ±0.14 dB to ±0.34 dB in amplitude and of ±0.81◦ to ±1.44◦ in
phase. Note that this is the uncertainty of the received �eld strength, not of the
calculated re�ection coe�cient. Since the measured area contains various identical
elements, the uncertainty of the re�ection coe�cient can be estimated by the stan-
dard deviation.

Amplitude and phase drift is signi�cant source of error in long-lasting near-�eld
measurements. It could be up to 0.37 dB and 5.5◦ (for RA#2 near-�eld measurement
presented in Fig. 4.12) in a 6-hour 2-D measurement. However, since the 2-D
scanning is performed one vertical cut at a time (and the drift can be assumed
to negligible for a rapid cut), the drift can be compensated by measuring rapid
horizontal cuts before and after as it is presented in Fig. 4.21.
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Figure 4.21: Phase drift compensation for a 4-hour re�ectarray near-�eld measure-
ment.
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5 Summary and conclusions

In this thesis, the operation principle, design considerations and measurements of a
120-GHz re�ectarray antenna are presented. The thesis is a part of a work towards a
millimeter wave radar for imaging an identi�cation applications. The fundamentals
of millimeter-wave re�ectarray antenna design and analysis are described in detail
followed by introducing the operation principle and the main characteristics of the
manufactured static re�ectarrays.

A re�ection measurement scheme for characterization of individual antenna elements
in the re�ectarray has been developed. To compensate the e�ect of the directional
coupler used in the scheme, a precise calibration procedure was introduced. It en-
ables a parameter extraction from the measurement data and relates the measured
electric �eld to the actual re�ection coe�cient of the antenna element. Function-
ality of manufactured re�ectarrays in a larger scale was veri�ed in the near-�eld
measurement range, where both beam pattern and aperture �eld were measured.

The measured beam direction of fabricated re�ectarrays is within 0.5◦ from the de-
sired, which is in the same order as the estimated mechanical positioning inaccuracy.
The measured beam patterns are in a close match with calculations in respect of −3
dB beam width and shape. However, the level of the �rst side-lobes is up to 8 dB
higher than the calculated one.

The element e�ciency in o�set-fed re�ectarrays is determined by how the energy
is divided between the steered beam and the specular re�ection. In the near-�eld
measurements of the re�ectarray aperture �eld, the presence of a strong specular
component was observed, which decreases the element e�ciency. The manufactured
re�ectarrays found out to be su�ering from over etching, as the measured gap width
(15.5µm) of the CPA was almost twice the designed value of (8 µm). It decreases
the e�ective length of the patch which indicates that the resonant frequency of the
RA is higher than designed. Thus, a signi�cant amount of power is lost due to
frequency mismatch. By performing a frequency sweep for a horizontal cut and
comparing the levels of the main beam and the specular re�ection in the plane-wave
spectrum, re�ectarray resonance frequency can be estimated to be 132.7 GHz. An
angular spectrum of the planar near �eld measured at this frequency veri�es that
the level of the main beam is increased 7.4 dB to 8.7 dB compared to ones measured
with the designed central frequency of 120 GHz.

The proposed measurement method for near-�eld imaging of the re�ectarray surface
proved to be su�cient for distinguishing the di�erently tuned elements from the ad-
jacent ones in both amplitude and phase. In the measured re�ection coe�cients,
the phase interval of the elements varies from 20◦ to 190◦ and the designed one, 90◦

is reached only with open-ended 195-µm stub and short-circuited 200-µm stub. The
measured element e�ciency is in a range of 0.02 to 0.20 depending on the length and
the type of the stub. The result is in line with one calculated by a method based on
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computational back-propagation from the plane-wave spectrum of the re�ectarray
aperture �eld. The method can be implemented for characterization of recon�g-
urable re�ectarrays by improving the determination of the specular component for
rapid calculations.

To our best knowledge the re�ectarray presented here is the �rst operating one at
such high frequency. The experimental results presented here and in [12] are in a
reasonable agreement with calculations. The problems in the manufacturing process
were identi�ed and by further improvements, the re�ectarray is suitable for adap-
tive beam steering by replacing the static phase shifting stubs with recon�gurable
MEMS phase shifters.
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Abstract—In this paper, we describe the near-field measurements 

of the surface of a 120 GHz reflectarray. The reconfigurable 

offset-fed reflectarray under development consist of 

approximately 3700 coplanar patch antenna elements which are 

individually controlled by 4-state micro-electro-mechanical 

(MEMS) phase shifters. Measurements of a static reflectarray 

preceding the MEMS-controlled one are done in order to 

characterize the behavior of individual antenna elements of the 

reflectarray. Measurement setup, probe selection and the effect 

of the directional coupler are described. Amplitude and phase 

patterns of the reflectarray are shown. Also the main 

characteristics of the static reflectarray under test are presented. 

Keywords- antenna measurements; millimeter-wave; 

reflectarray;  near-field-probe  measurements 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

A reflectarray antenna is used to replace the conventional 
reflector antenna or phase-controlled antenna array. Its 
operation principle resembles a parabolic reflector antenna and 
it uses similar feeding structures. Advantages of the 
reflectarray compared to the conventional reflector antenna are 
thin planar structure and the possibility to form various beam 
patterns with simple radiating elements, for example with 
microstrip patches [1]. Reflectarray antennas are typically 
manufactured with lithographic process which keeps the 
manufacturing costs low, at least when producing large 
quantities [2]. Since the reflectarray uses a spatial feed, lossy 
RF-feed network is not needed. Therefore, reflectarray 
antennas could achieve high efficiency and gain compared to 
phased arrays. The efficiency of the reflectarray antenna is 
nevertheless bounded due to illumination spillover, material 
losses, and phase errors. Also the modulation efficiency must 
be taken into account. The most significant weaknesses of the 
reflectarray could be considered to be the limited bandwidth, 
which occurs from the narrow bandwidth of the microstrip 
antenna elements and the phase delay inflicted by spatial feed 
[1, 3]. 

A reconfigurable 120-GHz reflectarray antenna is being 
developed at Aalto University Department of Radio Science 
and Engineering and at VTT (Technical Research Centre of 
Finland). The reflectarray will consist of approximately 3700 
microstrip-based antenna elements similar to the coplanar 
patch antenna (CPA) presented in [4]. Antenna elements will 
be coupled with MEMS phase shifters, which can be 
individually controlled to create the desired beam. The element 

spacing is 2 mm which allows beam steering up to 38 degrees 
from normal [2]. Because the state of the MEMS phase shifters 
can be rapidly changed, it makes real-time scanning for video 
imaging applications or millimeter wave identification 
(MMID) possible. For electronic beam steering also the pin-
diodes are used for antenna element tuning but they are 
consired to be too lossy at the frequency range above 100 GHz 
[1]. 

Near-field probing of the individual antenna elements of the 
reflectarray came into consideration in order to study reasons 
for the observed decrease in the modulation efficiency of the 
antenna elements. According to simulations presented in [2], 
the modulation efficiency should be above 0.5. It means that 
the field strength of the specular reflection should be at a lower 
level than the modulated field.  

Near field probing of a 30-GHz 16-element reflectarray 
surface has been presented in [5]. Measurements have been 
made with different types of high resolution near-field probes. 
In this paper, the near-field-probe measurement is applied for 
studying the behavior of the antenna elements of the developed 
reflectarrays at 120 GHz. 

II. STATIC REFLECTARRAY FOR MMID APPLICATION 

The reflectarray is designed to be illuminated with 
Gaussian beam which is created by a corrugated horn antenna. 
The feed structure is located at position of (x = −150 mm, y = 
0, z = 300 mm), when the origin is at the center of the 
reflectarray. A corrugated horn antenna has good electrical 
characteristics for Gaussian beam forming. It produces 
extremely spherically symmetric beam which has low sidelobe 
and cross polarization levels although the antenna has 
considerably wide bandwidth. 

Before designing the final, reconfigurable reflectarray, 
three static reflectarray wafers have been manufactured for 
measurements. These antennas are focused to three different 
focus points. The focus point in two of them is at boresight 
direction, first one at 3 m and the second one at 3 km. The third 
one is focused 0.5-m off-boresight at 3-m distance [1]. 

Antenna elements of these static reflectarrays are coupled 
with both open-ended and short-circuited stubs with various 
lengths for discrete 4-state phase shift generation. Coupling is 
needed for two reasons. Because of the planar aperture of the 
reflectarray the path length difference from the spatial feed 
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antenna to each element must be compensated by relative 
phase shift for each individual antenna element. In parabolic 
reflectors, this problem is solved by unique curvature of the 
dish.  The other reason for coupling the antenna elements 
separately is an opportunity to steer the beam to the desired 
location [2]. This obviously requires reconfigurable phase 
shifters. Computation of the required relative phase shift for 
each element is done with a genetic algorithm (GA) developed 
in house. Fig. 1 shows the calculated relative phase shift for 
boresight-focused (to 3 m) reflectarray [2].  

 

Figure 1. Relative phase shift of the static reflectarray (focused to 3 m, 

boresight direction) calculated by GA. [2] 

 

Tuning elements are connected to the antennas with 
grounded coplanar waveguide (GCPW) transmission lines 
which are used with MEMS-phase shifters in the future. The 
major issue with GCPWs is the unwanted wave mode creation 
[6]. Although the desired CPW-mode must propagate without 
notable attenuation, generation of most dominating unwanted 
wave mode, parallel-plate-mode, must be prevented to 
maintain the sufficient efficiency of the antenna element. For 
the static reflectarrays, leakage of power to the substrate 
between the parallel ground planes is prevented by surrounding 
the each coupled antenna element with grounding vias which 
can be seen in Fig. 2. Physical dimensions of the patch antenna 
element needs to be changed depending from the distance to 
the via structure. The via pattern and antenna dimensions are 
optimized with simulations.  

 

Figure 2. Microscope image of the static reflectarray antenna elements. 64 µm 

short-circuited stub (left) represents relative phase shift of 0° and the 195 µm 

open stub on the right, 90°, respectively. Vias are shown in black around the 
antenna 

III. MEASUREMENTS OF THE REFLECTARRAY SURFACE 

WITH MILLIMETRE WAVE NETWORK ANALYZER 

Analysis of the single antenna element in reflectarray is 
possible with advanced simulation tools by creating infinite 

array with periodic boundary conditions. Simulation results can 
be verified with near field probe measurements for 
characterizing behavior of the individual elements a fraction of 
a wavelength apart from the surface of the reflectarray antenna 
[5]. 

A. Near-field Probe Selection 

Various types of probes can be used for near field 
millimeter-wave imaging. The simplest solution is to use open-
ended waveguide (OEWG) as a receiving antenna, although it 
can at its best reach for a slightly below one wavelength 
resolution. However the performance of a waveguide can be 
improved by filling it with a dielectric material, for example 
sapphire rod [5]. The rod is shaped in such a way that outside 
of the waveguide is a sharp tip of the rod where the field is 
focusing. Dimensions can be optimized with simulation tools 
for a specific frequency. 

Another option is to use conical antennas filled with 
dielectric material, for example corrugated conical horn 
antenna which is used as a feed antenna for the reflectarray. 
The dielectric probe could be manufactured from Teflon, 
Rexolite or other easily machined material and the achieved 
beam depends on its dimensions and dielectric characteristics. 
Because of the spherically symmetric shape of the conical 
probes, the resolution is nearly the same in every direction 
unlike in rectangular-waveguide-based probes. In [7], conical 
Teflon probe have been designed for millimeter wave near 
field imaging. 

Two different near-field probes have been designed for 
measuring the surface of the reflectarray. First one is an open 
ended WR-6 waveguide which is filled by a sapphire rod. The 
second one is similar to the probe illustrated in [7] but instead 
of Teflon the probe is made from Rexolite and dimensions 
have been optimized for 120-GHz frequency. Both of these 
probes worked well in the simulations but did not achieve the 
performance of an open-ended waveguide in a resolution test 
measurements. Although both of the designed probes focused 
the beam sufficiently, power leakage before the tip of the probe 
causes unwanted illumination of the adjacent elements. Also, 
the measurement setup alone is fairly complicated and the 
increased number of multiple reflections from the dielectric 
material interfaces makes the system more difficult to calibrate. 
Therefore, open-ended WR-6 waveguide is chosen for 
measurements presented here. 

B. The Measurement Setup 

Measurement method presented in [5] cannot be directly 
implemented to our 120-GHz reflectarray. At first, the separate 
illumination is not possible because the receiver probe would 
obscure the line-of-sight propagation path since it is located 
about 1 mm away from the surface. Secondly, the structure of 
our reflectarray is notably different. Modulation of the 30-GHz 
reflectarray is carried out with patches of variable size and the 
antenna does not contain a ground plane at the surface. One of 
the main challenges in our measurement is separating the 
modulated field from the field reflected from the surrounding 
ground plane. 
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Because a separate feed cannot be used for reflectarray 
illumination, measurement is performed by using a waveguide 
directional coupler for measurement of the scattering parameter 
S11 from the reflectarray surface. The directional coupler is fed 
with a millimeter wave network analyzer (MVNA). Tunable 
local oscillator produces a stable microwave signal which is 
multiplied to a 120-GHz millimeter wave signal. The multiplier 
output and open-ended waveguide probe is connected to the 
through path of the directional coupler. The sample taken from 
the reflected field received by the probe is mixed back to 
microwave frequency for the receiver of the MVNA. Besides 
the reflected field, also the part of the transmitted field is 
leaking straight to the receiver due to reflection from the probe 
and unideality of the directional coupler. Measurements were 
repeated by replacing the multiplier of the transmitter with a 
Gunn-oscillator to achieve more dynamic range for the 
measurement. Due to high mm-wave output power (about 32 
mW@120 GHz) of the Gunn oscillator, waveguide attenuator 
was used because the received signal would otherwise be cut at 
the receiver amplifier. 

 

Figure 3. The measurement setup. 

       
Reflectarray scanning is performed in such a way that the 

measurement probe stands still and the reflectarray is attached 
in a precise scanner which moves the antenna in the XY-plane 
and reads the corresponding amplitude and phase values from 
MVNA. The measurement setup is presented in Fig. 3. 
Distance between the reflectarray surface and open-ended 
waveguide probe is chosen to be about 1 mm for the whole 
reflectarray scan. According to simulations, the resolution of 
the measurement improves slightly when probe is located 
closer to the antenna surface. 

C. Effect of the Directional Coupler and Reflectarray Tilt-

correction 

As mentioned above, part of the transmitted field is leaking 
straight to the receiver in the directional coupler. Influence of 
this leaking field can mostly be eliminated from the 
measurement results. That is because the transmitted field has a 
stable amplitude and phase, also the sampled leaked wave acts 
like a stationary vector which can be subtracted from the 
measurement data. Besides the scanning of the reflectarray, 
free-space measurement has also been performed, thus the 
offset-component can be calculated by averaging all the free 
space points of the measurement data. 

Analysis of the near-field surface scan reveal that the 
reflectarray was slightly tilted in the horizontal direction during 

the measurements. Variation of the measurement distance has a 
significant influence to the results and has to be corrected. 
Correction has been done by horizontal cuts which has been 
measured between the antenna elements because the reflected 
field from the ground plane should be almost identical for both 
amplitude and phase when the distance between probe and the 
surface of the reflectarray does not vary. The curves of the cuts 
are filtered to get the correction factor for amplitude and 
relative phase shift due to tilt of the reflectarray. These fitting 
curves shown in Fig. 5 are used to reduce the effect of the 
variation of the measurement distance. Besides the reflectarray 
was slightly tilted, the non-linear phase-curve in Fig. 5 
indicates that the antenna is slightly concave due to polyimide 
substrate fabrication process. Measurements verified that the 
center of the reflectarray is at 0.3 mm lower level than the edge 
which is truly significant compared to the wavelength. 

 

Figure 4. Phase and amplitude correction curves (y=0) of a slightly tilted 
reflectarray. 

 

One problem with the correction method presented above is 
that the ground plane reflection could not be completely 
distinguished from the interference of the nearby antenna 
elements, especially between the elements at the horizontal 
direction where the resolution of the OEWG is weaker. For 
better ground plane reference, one copper plated wafer was 
produced. It is fabricated alike the reflectarray antennas, but 
without etching of the antenna elements. Copper plate was 
measured from the same distance as the reflectarray scan was 
performed. When the probe was moved farther away from the 
surface, rapid changes in phase of the received field was 
noticed at a specific distances. It indicates that the multiple 
reflections between the probe and the copper plate are 
decreasing the accuracy of the measurements although its 
effect can be reduced by subtracting the received field of the 
copper plate scanned from the same distance from the 
measurement results. 

IV. RESULTS 

A. The Whole Reflectarray Antenna Surface Scan 

Scan interval is chosen to be 1 mm, two times the element 
spacing (2 mm). Amplitude and phase information of the near-
field-probe measurements are shown in Fig. 5. When 
comparing the measurement results to the designed relative 
phase shift (Fig. 1), it is noticed that the amplitude of 
individual elements is varying in relation of the relative phase 
shift. Different amplitude values can partly be explained due to 
different modulation efficiency between the short-circuited and 
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open-ended tuning elements according to simulation results in 
[2]. 

It seems that the reflectarray tilt-correction shown in Fig. 4 
is working well for the amplitude values, hence the amplitude 
of the reflected field from the ground plane varies only slightly. 
The measured phase is obviously more sensitive for the 
variation of the measurement distance, although the similar 
phase patterns as in Fig. 5 can be found when examining only 
small areas of the array. Therefore it is expected that we can 
actually distinguish the modulated field of every individual 
element from the ground plane reflection in both amplitude and 
phase. The main reason for the whole reflectarray scan 
performed was not to actually get accurate and comparable 
values of the individual elements but to roughly determine the 
functionality of the antenna. 

 

Figure 5. Amplitude(left) and phase(right) of the whole reflectarray near-field 
surface scan.  

B. 20x20 Elements scan 

As mentioned, the resolution of the measurement improves 
slightly when the measurement distance is chosen to be 
smaller. The reflectarray curvature due to 50-µm polyimide 
substrate fabrication is less significant when examining only 
small areas of the array. Other reason for the smaller scan area 
selection is to avoid the drift of amplitude and phase during 
scan and scan interval could be decreased to avoid quantization 
errors. In Fig. 6, amplitude and phase pattern of a 0.5-m aside 
focused (to 3 m distance) reflectarray are presented. 
Measurement distance was chosen to be about 0.2 mm where 
the phase-response of the received field was satisfactory, when 
the distance from the ground plane slightly changed. 

  

Figure 6. Amplitude (left) and phase(right) of 20x20 elements near-field 

surface scan. 
 

By averaging the measured amplitude and phase of the 
uniformly coupled elements, suggestive comparison with the 
designed values can be made as shown in Table I. Different 

amplitude distribution of the elements could partly be 
explained by the offset field created by multiple reflections in 
the measurement system. The other reason could be the losses 
in the GCPW-transmission lines due to over-etching of the 
slots. Microscope measurements showed that the slot width is 
about 16 µm, twice the designed value. Different slot width 
changes the characteristic impedance of the line and could 
partly explain the weaker amplitude of the elements which has 
a longer coupling stub. 

TABLE I.  MEASURED AMPLITUDE AND PHASE 

Coupling element Measured Value 

Stub length Type Relative phase 

shift (deg.) 

Normalized 

amplitude(dB) 
Phase(deg.) 

54 µm short 0 0 2.9 

195 µm open 90 -9.93 93.3 

200 µm short 180 -13.69 119.0 

366 µm open 270 -11.04 226.5 

V. CONCLUCIONS 

In this paper, the near-field measurements of a 120-GHz 
static reflectarray antenna are described. Measurement results 
show that the method can be used to gather information from 
antenna elements. Resolution of the selected probe and the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement are sufficient for 
distinguishing individual antenna elements from the ground 
plane reflection. 

The major issue of the near-field probing of the reflectarray 
surface is the unavoidable multiple reflections which are 
interfering the accurate analysis of the measurement results. In 
order to characterize the modulation efficiency of the antenna 
elements with the measurement method presented, 
comprehensive calibration model of the measurement scheme 
will be designed in the future. 
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Abstract—In this paper, a calibration method of a near-field
measurement for reflectarray characterization is presented. First,
a waveguide calibration is performed to eliminate the influence of
the directional coupler used in the measurement scheme. Second,
the reflection measurement is modelled with a metal plate drawn
away from the probe aperture. With this model, the variation
of the measurement distance due to alignment errors can be
taken into account in the reflectarray element characterization. A
staircase-shaped test target has been manufactured and measured
for validating the functionality of the model.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a reflectarray antenna, which combines
the best features of phased arrays and reflector antennas,
has become an appealing low-cost alternative for high-gain
antennas due its flatness and beam shaping flexibility [1].
Strong interest in reconfigurable reflectarrays has been risen
especially at millimeter-wave frequencies where the use of
directly radiating phased arrays is impractical due to inevitable
losses in the feed network [2]. However, a contemporary
trend of rising frequency in reflectarray applications makes
its performance very vulnerable to manufacturing errors. In
addition, the use of reconfigurable phase shifters or stacked
patches increases the uncertainty of operation even more. The
major part of the reflectarray design procedure is to evaluate
reflection characteristics of the unit cells, often called as
S-curves, which can be obtained with commercial software
by using an infinite array approach with Floquet’s periodic
boundary conditions. However, a practical method to verify
the performance of the fabricated element is needed.

Near-field probing has been found to be a potential method
for experimental characterization of the reflectarray element
performance. In [3], a 15 GHz reflectarray consisting of printed
dipoles has been experimentally studied using measurements
with an integrated miniaturized monopole probe placed in
the reactive near-field of the scattering element. A different
approach has been presented by Dieter and Menzel in [4].
They propose characterization of a 30 GHz reflectarray by
Fresnel-region near-field measurements with three different
high-resolution probes. The method can also be used for
characterization of the whole reflectarray, and hence for finding
possible defective regions of the antenna.

However, applying the characterization method to higher
frequencies is challenging due to alignment issues of a separate
transmitter and receiver. A way to overcome this problem
is to use an integrated near-field probe [5] or waveguide

directional coupler [6]. Calibration of such a system cannot
be done directly with a vector network analyzer (VNA) but
can be established manually as presented in Section III-A.
Another problem with the high frequency is the variation of
the measurement distance. At 120 GHz a 100 μm change in
distance turns the measured phase of the received reflected
field by 28.8◦. This is a significant issue, which has not
been discussed in the previous publications on the near-field
probing.

II. 120 GHZ REFLECTARRAY FOR RADAR APPLICATION

We are currently developing a 120 GHz reconfigurable re-
flectarray at Aalto University Department of Radio Science and
Engineering in collaboration with VTT (Technical Research
Centre of Finland). Design goal is to develop a millimeter-
wave radar for imaging and identification applications. In
addition to the reflectarray design, a millimeter-wave front-
end for illumination is being developed. The reflectarray cell
consists of a coplanar patch antenna (CPA) element, similar
as in [7], which is coupled with a conductor-backed coplanar
waveguide (CBCPW) transmission line. Three capacitive shunt
type microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) phase shifters
are located in the CBCPW shorting the line when pulled down,
and hence inducing a phase-shift proportional to the distance to
the CPA. The state of the MEMS phase shifters can be rapidly
changed, which provides the possibility to use the reflectarray
for real-time video imaging. Preceding the MEMS-controlled
reflectarray, three static ones have been manufactured for
measurements. Design procedure of these antennas is described
in details in [8]. MEMS phase shifter design and measurement
results of static reflectarrays with an efficiency analysis based
on near-field imaging of the reflectarray aperture field are
discussed in [9]. A photograph of the CPA element in the
static reflectarray is presented next to the fabricated MEMS
phase shifter in Fig. 1.

Manufactured reflectarrays have been found to suffer from
over-etching, which decreases the performance of the antenna.
Over-etching reduces the effective height of the CPA, which
determines its resonant frequency. CPAs, like any other type
of microstrip antennas, are narrow band (about 5 GHz in
this case), and hence really sensitive for dimensional changes.
Further investigation showed that CPAs were in resonance
at 132 GHz, which is 10 percent higher than the designed
central frequency. This problem is, however, related to the
manufacturing process which can be improved.
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Measurement scheme for the near-field element character-
ization, which is represented in Fig. 2, is described in more
detail in [6]. Measurements are performed with a millimeter-
wave vector network analyzer (MVNA), which includes a
fundamental frequency Gunn-oscillator mm-wave extension
used as a transmitter. The receiver is a D-band harmonic mixer
where the received signal is down-converted to a microwave
frequency. Transmitter and receiver are connected together
with a WR-6 waveguide directional coupler. Between the
transmitter and the directional coupler, a 10-dB waveguide at-
tenuator is used to reduce the effects of the multiple reflections.

III. CALIBRATION

Systematic errors are commonly the foremost factor of
uncertainty in VNA measurements. These errors are caused by
mismatch between components of the test unit, finite directivity
of directional couplers, and crosstalk between channels. In
order to reduce the effect of systematic errors, calibration is
established by measuring S-parameters of precise calibration
standards with known electrical characteristics, in the place
of the device under test (DUT). The actual S-parameters of
the DUT can be calculated from the calibration data by using
conventional de-embedding techniques.

A. 3-Term Error Model for Reflection Measurement in Waveg-
uide Environment

The effect of systematic errors can be significantly reduced
with an error model. For reflection measurements the simplest
way is a response calibration, which can be done by measuring
either short or open circuit in addition to a matched load for
solving error terms. However, this calibration method does
not take into account the port match error, which reduces
the accuracy of the measurement. The most common method
for VNA error correction is a short-open-load-through (SOLT)
calibration, where the last one (through) is only applied in
2-port measurements. Terms in the model are directivity error
EDF , port match error ESF and reflection tracking error ERF .
In most cases VNA calculates these error coefficients, but when
non-standard external transmitter and receiver units are used,
the calibration process has to be done manually.

If the measurement plane locates at a distance from the
DUT, the actual impedance of the DUT can be determined
from the measured one by using de-embedding procedure,
which requires that the electrical properties of the intervening
structure are known [10]. The structure between the measure-
ment plane and DUT is described with a scattering matrix.
If a load ZL with known reflection coefficient ΓL terminates

Fig. 1. Coplanar patch antenna (left) with a 200 μm long open-ended CBCPW
transmission line, which will be replaced with MEMS phase shifter (right) in
the reconfigurable reflectarray. Samples are fabricated at VTT, Finland.

Fig. 2. Near field measurement setup for reflectarray characterization.

Fig. 3. Three-term error model for reflection measurement.

the embedding network represented with a scattering matrix
S, the reflection coefficient of the input can be expressed with
Eq. (1). Three-term error model is presented as a flow chart
in Fig. 3, where the actual reflection coefficient (ΓL in Eq.
(2)) of the load can be solved from the measured one (ΓM ) by
using Eq. (1). To make Eq. (2) easier to solve, variables a, b
and c defined in Eq. (3) are used. Eq. (2) can be now written
as Eq. (4).

Γs = S11 −
S12S21

S22 − 1
ΓL

(1)

ΓL =
ΓM − EDF

ERF − ESFEDF + ΓMESF
(2)

⎧
⎨
⎩

a = ERF − ESFEDF

b = EDF

c = −ESF

(3)

ΓL =
ΓM − b

a− ΓMc
(4)

In order to solve parameters a, b and c from Eq. (4),
reflection coefficients ΓM1, ΓM2 and ΓM3 have to be measured
with corresponding loads Z1, Z2 and Z3 with known reflection
coefficients Γ1, Γ2, and Γ3, respectively.

a =
ΓM2 − ΓM1 − (ΓM1Γ1 − ΓM2Γ2)

Γ2 − Γ1
(5)

b = ΓM1 − Γ1a+ ΓM1Γ1c (6)
c = (7)

(Γ2 − Γ1)(ΓM3 − ΓM1)− (Γ3 − Γ1)(ΓM2 − ΓM1)

(Γ2 − Γ1)(ΓM1Γ1 − ΓM3Γ3)− (Γ3 − Γ1)(ΓM1Γ1 − ΓM2Γ2)

The accuracy of the calibration depends on the availability
of high-quality calibration standards. For coaxial media, it is
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easy to fabricate a set of three distinct impedances, such as
open-circuit, short-circuit, and matched load. In a waveguide
environment the task is not that straightforward except for
the short-circuit standard, which can be applied by using just
a flat metal flange. If the waveguide is terminated with an
ideal matched load, the amplitude of the reflected signal is
exactly zero. However, a perfect matched load is impossible
to fabricate for waveguide environment, which means that a
small reflection ΔEDF from an unideal termination is always
present. ΔEDF adds up with the calibration model error term
EDF , and hence reduces the accuracy of the calibration. The
effect of ΔEDF can be taken into account with a sliding
termination. When the position of the termination is changed,
angle between EDF and ΔEDF also changes and forms an
error circle. When the measurement is done with a multiple
positions of the load, the actual EDF can be solved from the
central point of this circle [11]. Measured reflection coefficient
of an open-ended waveguide probe is 0.233 � 40.03◦, when a
static load is used, and 0.227 � 41.98◦ when the reflection from
an unideal load is taken into account. An amplitude error of
2.5% and phase error of 1.96◦ may not sound much, but can
be truly significant, when the reflection from the probe is used
as a reference point.

Determination of the calibration standard for open-circuit
is slightly more complicated but can be established using
offset shorts [12]. In terms of reflection coefficients in a
waveguide reflection measurement, open-circuit standard can
be achieved by adding a quarter-wave waveguide section, often
called as an offset shim, between the reference plane and a
short-circuit flange. However, for the WR-6 waveguide band,
the thickness of such shim would be only 0.703 mm, thus
it could easily bend or become distorted during use, and
hence is not a practical choice for a calibration standard.
In waveguide calibration kits for millimeter-wave frequency
range, a quarter-wave shim is commonly replaced with two
precise waveguide sections, the separation of which in length
(thickness) is a quarter of a guided wavelength (Eq. (8)) at
the central frequency of the waveguide band. Therefore, two
measurements are needed to realize a calibration standard for
open circuit.

λg =
λ0√

1− (λ0

λc
)2
, (8)

where λc = 2a and a is the width of the waveguide. For
reflectarray central frequency, 120 GHz, guided wavelength in
a WR-6 waveguide is 3.8 mm. The waveguide section can be
expressed as:

Sthru =

[
0 e−γs

e−γs 0

]
, (9)

where s is the length of the transmission line and γ = α+ jβ
is the complex propagation constant, which can be separated
to the attenuation constant α and the phase constant β.
The waveguide section is assumed to be perfectly matched
(S11 = S22 = 0). Reflection measurement is calibrated with
a standard D-band waveguide calibration kit. The calibration
kit includes waveguide sections with lengths of 2.542mm and
3.2741mm. The difference in length of these sections is 0.7316
mm, which means 0.1915λg in guided wavelengths at 120
GHz. To obtain the response of a waveguide section having the

length (thickness) of the difference between the two measured
offset shorts, the short-circuited end of the thinner waveguide
section has to be chosen as the reference plane. Offset short
with a thicker waveguide section can be de-embedded to this
plane by using Eq. (1).

Γref = S11 −
S12S21

S22 − 1
Γos

. (10)

Γref = τose
−2γs (11)

|Γref |
|Γos|

ej(φref−φos) = e−2(α+jβ)s (12)

The phase constant β, and the attenuation constant α, can
be calculated from the phase difference of two offset shorts.

β =
φref − φos

2s
(13)

α = −
ln(

|τref |
|τos| )

2s
(14)

However, determination of the attenuation constant this way
is not feasible due to probable standing wave propagation be-
tween the directional coupler and the short-circuit termination
at the end of the transmission line. Although its effect could be
taken in account by using a sliding short-circuit termination,
the waveguide attenuation is neglected in this model.

B. Modelling of the Near-Field Measurement

An accurate model of the reflection measurement is manda-
tory for implementing the measurement method to reflectarray
characterization. At this point, the measurement scheme is
assumed to be calibrated to the waveguide flange, where the
probe is attached.

1) Distance calibration with an moving metal plate: A way
to verify the proposed measurement method is to measure a
sample with known quantities. A convenient way here is to
use a flat metal plate as a sample. When the plate is moved
away from the probe aperture, the phase of the received field is
changing with respect to twice the distance d between the plate
and the probe compared to the free-space wavelength. Respec-
tively, also the amplitude of the received field is decreasing
with d and approaching that of the reflection coefficient of
the probe. For a flat metal plate manufactured from good
conductor such as aluminium, the reflection coefficient can be
assumed to be exactly −1. The situation can be compared to
the case of two antennas pulled away from each other. From
the results presented in Fig. 4 one can come to a conclusion
that the measurement distance should not be more than a half
of a wavelength since the variation of the measured phase is
linear only till this point. A strong amplitude fluctuation can
be noticed at this range, which is due to standing wave caused
by probe-target interaction.

2) Test target: Staircase shaped test target has been man-
ufactured for verifying the functionality of the proposed mea-
surement method. A piece of high quality aluminium has
been milled to the staircase form, where each 10mm wide
step has a 200 μm difference in depth to the adjacent step.
This corresponds to a phase difference of 57.6◦ for the back-
reflected field from adjacent steps of the test target. To rule out
machining errors, its profile was measured with a dial indicator.
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Fig. 4. Amplitude and phase of the measured reflection coefficient when
an aluminium plate is drawn apart from the probe aperture. The transient in
phase after 0.6λ is caused due to under-sampling of the measurement.

IV. RESULTS

Comparison between the test target phase response mea-
sured with the proposed near-field measurement method and
calculated values is presented in Fig. 5. At the center of the
test target, the measurement result is in a good agreement
with a result calculated directly from the test target profile
measured with a dial indicator. At small distances the change
of phase between the adjacent steps is lower than the calculated
one, but this non-linearity can be taken into account. It also
indicates that the test target was slightly misaligned during
the measurement. However, alignment errors can be taken into
account with test target by integrating the dial indicator to the
measurement setup.

The measurement method can be applied for reflectarray
characterization as follows. In the designed reflectarray, more
than 70 % of the surface area is covered with a ground
plane. Thus, by filtering the reflection from antenna elements
out of the measurement data, the measurement distance for
every antenna element can be calculated. Distance calibration
is established by fitting the measured reflection coefficient to
the result of the outdrawn aluminium plate.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a calibration method of a near field mea-
surement for reflectarray characterization is presented. To

Fig. 5. Comparison between the phase response of the test target profile
measured with a near-field measurement (red line) and calculated phase (blue
line).

compensate the effect of the directional coupler and relate the
measured electric field to the actual reflection coefficient of the
terminating impedance, a waveguide calibration is established.
Because the near-field reflection measurement is performed at
such a high frequency, the variation of measurement distance
makes a significant effect to the measurement result in both
amplitude and phase. Effect of the measurement distance is
modelled with a metal plate drawn away from the probe
aperture. Linear relation with a measured phase was observed
until the distance of a half of the free-space wavelength.
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